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Introduction
Mathematicians have been interested in the structure of algebras during 
many decades. To study the structure o f an algebra it is helpful to know a 
description of its ideals.
Various representations of (not necessarily topological) algebras and 
modules have been studied by several mathematicians in [18], [48], [32], 
[39], [1], [2] and [3]. Sectional representations, section algebras and (vec­
tor) bundles have been studied in [26], [33], [34] and [1]. However, the space 
of maximal ideals of a section algebra still needs to be studied more deeply. 
The space of maximal ideals in topological algebras of vector-valued func­
tions has been studied in case of Banach or locally convex algebras, e.g., 
in [27], [25], [28], [29], [9], [19], [20], [35], [24], [44], [21], and, for a more 
general case, in the present Thesis and in some papers, e.g., [4] and [6], by 
the author of the present Thesis.
For mathematicians, who deal with topological algebras, it is a well- 
known fact that every closed maximal regular ideal in a commutative 
Gelfand-Mazur algebra is the kernel of some nontrivial continuous linear 
multiplicative functional. In many cases it is relatively easy to describe all 
continuous linear multiplicative functionals of a given commutative topo­
logical algebra. Therefore nontrivial continuous linear multiplicative func­
tionals are usually used to describe the structure of closed maximal ideals 
in several classes of commutative Gelfand-Mazur algebras. The same tech­
niques cannot be used in a noncommutative case since even for noncommu- 
tative Banach algebras the set of nontrivial continuous linear multiplicative 
functionals may be empty.
In 1962 Lucien Waebroeck [49] showed that for studying the descriptions 
of maximal ideals in noncommutative unital locally convex Waelbroeck al­
gebras it is possible to use the descriptions of maximal ideals of the center 
o f the given topological algebra. In 1968 Graham Allan [17] developed a 
method for describing all maximal ideals in noncommutative unital Banach 
algebras by using extendible ideals of the center of this Banach algebra. It 
appeared (see [2]) that this method can be generalized for more general 
classes o f (not necessarily commutative) Gelfand-Mazur algebras.
Allan considered only the unital case in his paper. By using and improv­
ing the ideas and methods presented by Stone and Naimark (see [38], VI, 
p. 182), it was possible (see [5]) to get a description of all closed maximal 
regular ideals, including the nonunital case.
Thus far, a description of closed maximal regular ideals of C (X , A) (the 
algebra o f all continuous functions from X  to A , endowed with the compact-
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open topology) was given only in case, when A was a locally convex algebra, 
using for it the fact that C (X , K) <g> A  is dense in C(X,  A).  Unfortunately, 
this fact is known to be true only if A is a locally convex algebra or if A  
has the approximation property (see [11], Theorem 1). By applying the 
method, developed by Allan, it was possible to avoid the density condition 
mentioned above. It allows to obtain a description of all closed maximal 
ideals of C ( X , A) for more general classes of Gelfand-Mazur algebras A.
Sometimes a description of ideals is known only for some subalgebra 
of the algebra we are interested in or for another algebra, which can be 
embedded into the algebra we are studying. The present Thesis gives a 
new method for describing all closed maximal regular ideals in a topological 
algebra A in case a description of all closed maximal regular ideals is known 
for some subalgebra В  o f the center of A. Moreover, it allows to describe 
all closed maximal regular ideals o f a topological algebra A also in case 
when a description of all closed maximal regular ideals is known for some 
topological algebra В , which can be embedded into A as a closed subalgebra 
of the center of A.
In the First Chapter o f the Thesis the definitions of the main terms are 
presented. The known results, used in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, are mentioned 
at the end of this Chapter.
The Second Chapter is dedicated to the problems and properties o f the 
quotization and unitization of topological algebras. Here the results, which 
will be needed in Chapters 3 and 4, are proved. The main results of this 
Chapter are about the classes o f topological algebras over С (the field of 
complex numbers) for which (a subalgebra of) the center is topologically 
isomorphic to C.
At the beginning of the Third Chapter are found the sufficient condi­
tions for a topological algebra Л, for which the intersection M O B  o f a 
closed maximal regular (not necessarily two-sided) ideal M  of A and a sub­
algebra В  of the center of A is a closed maximal regular ideal (not coinciding 
with В ) in B.  The ideas of Waelbroeck and Allan are generalized in the 
main part of the Third Chapter. A description of all closed maximal regu­
lar ideals in several classes of (not necessarily commutative) Gelfand-Mazur 
algebras is given. In the last sections of Chapter 3 are described two kinds 
of representations of topological algebras: sectional representations (that is, 
representations of topological algebras as subalgebras of a section algebra 
Г (7г), defined in 1.4.) and module representations (that is, representations 
of topological algebras as subalgebras of an algebra C(X,  A) for some topo­
logical space X  and topological algebra A).  Therefore it is useful to have 
more information about the ideal structure of algebras Г (7г) and C(X,  A).
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In the last Chapter, the results of Chapters 2 and 3 are applied to a 
description of the ideal structure of algebra (7(X, A). A description of all 
closed maximal regular ideals o f C(X,  A)  is obtained for several classes of 
(not necessarily commutative and not necessarily unital) Gelfand-Mazur 
algebras A.
The results, presented in this Thesis, have been published in [2] and 
[3]. Papers [4], [5], [6], [7] and [8], dealing with the same kind o f problems, 
will appear soon. The author has introduced these results at the follow­
ing international conferences: ’’ Congres International de Mathematiques” 
(Rabat, 1999), ’’ International Workshop on General Topological Algebras” 
(Tartu, 1999), ’’ International Conference on Topological Algebras” (Rabat, 
2000), ’’ International Conference on Topological Algebras and its Appli­
cations” (Oulu, 2001), ’’ International Conference on Topological Algebras 





1.1. Terms, connected with topological linear spaces
Here we give some definitions of terms, which are connected with the 
linear and topological structure of topological linear spaces. Throughout of 
this Thesis К  denotes one of the fields R or С of real or complex numbers.
Topological linear space. A linear (or vector) space E  over К  is 
a topological linear (or vector) space over К (shortly, a topological linear 
space), if E  is equipped with a topology so that
(a) for every neighbourhood О of zero of E  there exists a neighbourhood 
U o f zero of E  such that U +  U С О;
(b) for every neighbourhood О of zero of E  there exist a neighbourhood 
U of zero o f E  and a neighbourhood V of zero o f IK such that VU  С О.
Metrizable linear space. A topological linear space E  is metrizable, 
if it has a countable base of neighbourhoods of zero.
Cauchy net. A net (x\)\e\ o f elements of E  is a Cauchy net, if for 
every neighbourhood О of zero of E  there is an index Ao E A such that 
x \ — € O, whenever X > ß > Xq.
Cauchy sequence. A sequence (x n) o f elements of E  is a Cauchy 
sequence, if for every neighbourhood О of zero of E  there is an index 
no E N such that x m — x n E O, whenever m > n > щ .
Complete topological linear space. A topological linear space E  is 
complete, if every Cauchy net of elements of E  converges in E.
Sequentially complete topological linear space. A topological 
linear space E  is sequentially complete, if every Cauchy sequence in E  
converges in E.
Completion of a Hausdorff linear space. It is known (see, e.g., [30], 
Theorem 1, p. 131) that for every Hausdorff linear space E  there exists a 
complete (sequentially complete) Hausdorff linear space E  such that E  is 
topologically isomorphic to a dense subspace of E. The space E  is called 
the completion (sequential completion, respectively) of E.
Balanced set. A set U in a linear space E  over К  is balanced, if 
ßU  С U for every |//| ^  1.
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Convex set. A set U in a linear space E  over К  is convex, if for each 
x ,y  E U and 0 ^  A ^  1 holds Xx +  (1 — A)y E U.
Pseudoconvex set. A set U in a linear space E  over К is pseudoconvex, 
if U +  U С vU for some v >  0.
Bounded set. A set U in a topological linear space E  over К  is bounded 
in E , if for every neighbourhood О o f zero of E  there exists an element 
fio  E C\{0} such that U С ЦоО.
Homogeneous seminorm. Let E  be a linear space over K. The map 
p : E  —» Ш+ (the set o f nonnegative real numbers) is a homogeneous semi­
norm on E, if
a) p(x)  ^  0 for each x  E E'}
b) p(Xx) =  IAI p(x)  for each A E К  and x e £ ;
c) p(x  4- y) ^  p{x)  +  p(y) for each x , y  E E.
A homogeneous seminorm p is a homogeneous norm on E , in case 
р(ж) =  0 if and only if x — 0e  (the zero element of E ).
Nonhomogeneous seminorm. Let E  be a linear space over К  and 
let a  be a positive number. The map p : E  —» R+ is an a-homogeneous 
seminorm on E , if p satisfies the conditions a), c) and
d) p(Xx) — IAIap(x)  for each A E К and x  E E.
Again, p is an а -homogeneous norm on E , in case p(x)  =  0 if and only 
if x — Qe -
Locally convex space. A topological linear space E  is a locally convex 
space, if E has a base of neighbourhoods of zero consisting of convex sets. 
The topology of E  is usually given by a system of homogeneous seminorms.
Locally bounded space. A topological linear space E  is a locally 
bounded space, if E  has a bounded neighbourhood of zero. The topology of 
E  is usually given by a /г-homogeneous norm for some к E (0,1].
Locally pseudoconvex space. A topological linear space E  is a 
locally pseudoconvex space, if E  has a base of neighbourhoods of zero, 
consisting of balanced and pseudoconvex sets. The topology of E  is 
usually given by a system {p\ : A E A } of k\-homogeneous seminorms, 
where к\ E (0,1] for each A E A.
Exponentially galbed space. A topological linear space E  is an 
exponentially galbed space, if for every neighbourhood О of zero of E  there
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exists a neighbourhood U of zero o f E  such that
n
{]C  pr : x° € и} с о
к—О
for each n E N.
1.2. Terms, connected with topological algebras
Next, we give some definitions of terms, which are connected with topo­
logical and algebraic structure of topological algebras.
Idempotent set. A subset U of a topological algebra A over К  is 
idempotent, if UU С U.
Invertible elements. An element a G A is invertible in a unital algebra 
Л, if there exists an element b G A such that ab =  ba =  e^. Such element b 
is usually denoted by a~1. The set o f all invertible elements of A is denoted 
by Inv^l and map рд : a —> a~l is called the inversion in A.
Quasi-invertible elements. An element a G A  is quasi-invertible in 
the algebra A, if there exists an element b E A  such that
a +  b — ab =  a -h b — ba =  6 д.
Such element b is often denoted by a“ 1. The set of all quasi-invertible 
elements o f A  is denoted by Qinv/1 and the map pqA : a —>• a~l is called the 
quasi-inversion in A.
Division algebra. An algebra A over К is a division algebra, if every 
element a G Л\{#4 } is invertible in A.
Topological algebra. A topological linear space A over К  is called a 
topological algebra over К  (shortly, a topological algebra), if there has been 
defined an associative multiplication in A such that
(a) A is an algebra over K;
(b) the multiplication in A is separately continuous.
The contition (b) means that for every a G A and every neighbourhood
О of zero in A there exists a neighbourhood U o f zero in A such that 
Ua,aU С О.
In case when the multiplication in A is jointly continuous (that is, for 
every neighbourhood О of zero in A there exists a neighbourhood U o f zero 
in A  such that UU С О), then A is said to be a topological algebra with 
jointly continuous multiplication.
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Bounded element. An element x  of a topological algebra A is bounded, 
if there exists a number A G C\{0} such that the set
is bounded in A.
Pair of topological algebras. Topological algebras A and В  form 
a pair (A, В ) of topological algebras, if В  is dense subalgebra of A and 
the topology of В  is not weaker than the topology on В , induced by the 
topology of A.
Unitization of a topological algebra. Let A be a topological algebra 
over IK without a unit. The direct product A  x IK in the product topology1 is 
called the unitization of A, if the algebraic operations in A x IK are given by
(a, A) +  (6, ц) — (a +  b, A -f /x);
jy(a: A) =  (j/a, v\)\
(a, A)(6, //) =  (ab -f fia +  A6, A/i)
for each a,b G A  and A, /i, v G IK.
By Lemma 1.16 (see 1.6. Auxiliary results), we know that A x К  is a 
topological algebra in the product topology, if A  is a topological algebra.
Sets hom(A, C) and hom<7(A, C ). Let A and С  be topological 
algebras. The set o f all nontrivial continuous homomorphisms from A 
to С  is denoted by hom(A, C). If С =  С, then we write just horn A 
instead of hom(A, C). The set hom ^ A , С ) denotes the subset o f hom(A, С ) 
consisting o f homomorphisms Ф G hom(A, C) for which Ф(са) — сФ(а) and 
Ф(ае) =  Ф(а)с for all с G С  and a G A.
Gelfand space. The set homA of all non-trivial continuous multiplica­
tive linear functionals on A, endowed with the Gelfand topology, is called 
the Gelfand space of A. In the Gelfand topology on homA a subbase of 
neighbourhoods of an element фо G homA consists of sets
{ф G homA : |ф(а) -  <fo(a)| < e}
with a G A and e >  0. In some cases (see, e.g., [50], Example 12.1, p. 
40; [51], 14.2, p. 124 or [31], Example 21, p. 153) the set homA might be 
empty. Therefore the assumption homA ф 0 is often necessary.
’ if ( X , t x )  and (Y,  tv )  are topological algebras, then the product topology on X  x i '  
is the topology r , the base of which is {O x U : О G ßx  and U € ßy} ,  where ßx and ßy 
are the bases of topologies tx  and ту, respectively.
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Equicontinuous set. A subset H  С homA is equicontinuous at 
ao £ A, if for every e >  0 there exists a neighbourhood O(ao) of ao such 
that jф(а) — ф(аo)| <  e for each ф G H  and a G O(ao).  The set H  is 
equicontinuous, if H  is equicontinuous at every a G A.
Locally equicontinuous set. A subset H  С homA is locally equi­
continuous, if every </>o G hom A has an equicontinuous neighbourhood.
Topological module. Let A be an algebra over K. The linear space E  
over К is a left (right) A-module, if the module multiplication (a, x) i-> ax 
o f A x £  into E  ((re, a) xa of E  x A into E, respectively) is a bilinear 
map, which satisfies the condition a\(a2x) =  (а\й2)х  (the condition 
(xa\)a2 =  a;(aiö2), respectively) for each 01,02 £ ^  and x £ E. If A 
is a topological algebra over К and E  is a topological linear space over К  in 
which the module multiplication is separately continuous, then E  is a topo­
logical left (right) А -module. A linear space E  is a topological A-bimodule, 
if E  is both a topological left А -module and a topological right A-module.
Topological module-algebra. Let С  be a topological algebra. A 
topological algebra A is called a topological С -algebra or a topological module- 
algebra with respect to С , if
(i) A is a topological C-bimodule;
(ii) both left and right module multiplications are separately continuous;
(iii) c(ab) — (ca)b, (ab)c =  a(frc), (ac)b =  a(cb) for all a, b G A and
с G C\
(iv) еде =  сед for all с G C, in case A has a unit ед;
(v) eca  =  a =  aec  for all a G A, in case С  has a unit ec-
The £?-extension property. Let A be a topological C-algebra and 
В  a subalgebra of Z(A)  for which homВ ф 0. We say that A has a 
В -extension property, if2
(i) С  <g> В  is dense in A;
(ii) for each ф G homB there exists Фф G hom c(A, C) such that
n n
ф* ( £ с*6*) =  ^ СкФ(Ьк) 
fc=l
for all n G N, c i , ..., cn G C  and 61,..., bn G
2For all topological algebras Л and В  we denote here and in the sequel by Л <g> ß  the
П
jy^qfcbfc : n € N,  aiy ...,an e  A,  61, €  В j .  
k- 1
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Algebra C(X,  A). Let X  be a topological space and A a topological 
algebra. The set o f all continuous functions /  : X  —» A is denoted by 
C(X,  A).  It is easy to verify that C(X,  A) is an algebra with respect to the 
pointwise algebraic operations (that is, /  +  g, fg  and Л/ are defined by
( /  +  9 ){x) =  /(х)  +  д{х),
i fg) (x)  =  f ( x )g ( x )
and
(A f ) ( x )  =  A ( f ( x ) )
for each x e  I ) .  If for every neighbourhood О o f zero of A there exists a 
compact subset К о  С X  such that f ( x )  G О for all x  G X \ K o , then it is 
said that /  vanishes at infinity. The set o f all such functions /  G C (X , A), 
which vanish at infinity, is denoted by Co(X,  A).  It can be easily shown 
that Co(X, A) is an algebra.
Algebra C(X,  A] a).  For every topological algebra A with jointly 
continuous multiplication3, every topological space X  and every cover a 
o f X  let C(X,  A;cr) denote the set of all continuous functions /  : X  - »  A  
for which the closure of f ( S )  in the topology of A is compact in A for each
S G (J. We define the algebraic operations on C ( X , A; a) pointwise and 
endowe (7(X, A; a) with the topology, whose subbase В o f neighbourhoods 
of zero is
{T(S,  O) : S G er, О is a neighbourhood of zero in A },
where T ( S , 0 )  =  { /  G C ( X , A ; a )  : f ( S )  С О}.  Then C ( X , A ; a )  is a 
topological algebra. It is easy to see that C(X,  A] a) С C(X,  A).
А-valued analytic function on С U{oo}. A map Ф : С U{oo} -> A is 
called an А -valued analytic function on С U{oo}, if the following condition 
holds. For every Ao G С U{oo} there are numbers 0, R >  0 and sequences 
(a;*) and (уь) of elements of A such that
oo
Ф(А„ +  А) =  ]Г а ;* А * ,
if IAI < 6 and
oo
k=0
if IA |> R.
3It is known (see [40], Proposition 3.1) that C(X,A;a) is an algebra if and only if A 
is a topological algebra with jointly continuous multiplication.
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1.3. Subsets of topological algebras
Let A be an algebra over К, в д denote the zero element of A  and ед be 
the unit element of A, if A is a unital algebra.
Center. The center o f A  is the set
Z ( A ) =  { z  G A : za =  az for all a G A}.
Ideals. A linear subspace /  o f A is
1) a left ideal of A if and only if ai G /  for all a G A  and i G / ;
2) a right ideal of A if and only if ia G I  for all a G A and i G / ;
3) a two-sided ideal o f A if and only if I  is both left and right ideal o f A.
Let /  be a left (right or two-sided) ideal of A. If for every left (right 
or two-sided, respectively) ideal J of A from the conditions I  С J and 
I Ф J follows that J =  A, then I  is a maximal left (right or two-sided, 
respectively) ideal.
Regular ideal. A left (right or two-sided) ideal I  of A is regular (or 
modular) if and only if there exists an element и G A such that a — au G /  
(a — ua G I  or a — au, a — ua G / ,  respectively) for all a £ A. Such element 
и is called a right (left or two-sided, respectiely) modular unit for I.
Primitive ideal. Let M  be a maximal regular left (right) ideal of A. 
Then the two-sided ideal P  =  {a  G A : aA С M } (P  =  {o  G A : Aa С M }, 
respectively) is called a primitive ideal of A with respect to M .
Primitive algebra. An algebra A is primitive if and only if {вa ]  is a 
primitive ideal in A.
In the present Thesis we use the following denotations for every topo­
logical algebra A:
m(A)  is the set of all closed regular two-sided ideals I  o f A which are 
maximal as left or right ideals;
mi(A) (mr(A) or rnt{A)) is the set of all closed maximal regular left 
(right or two-sided, respectively) ideals of A;
Mt(A)  is the set of all maximal regular two-sided ideals o f A;
с1д((7) is the closure of a subset U of A in the topology of A.
Let S be a subset o f Z(A).  Then
n Л
I ( S ) =  cl^l^^afcS/fc +  AfcSfc : n G N , G A, Sk G «S', Afc G К for all k j .  
k-1
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nI(S) =  c\A { £  aksk : n £ N ,a b ...,an G A ,s i , . . . ,s n G # j .
A:=l
Extendible ideal. Let A be a topological algebra and В  a closed 
subalgebra of Z(A).  An ideal M  G m ( B ) is called an extendible ideal, if 
I (M ) Ф A. The set of all extendible ideals of В  in A is denoted by me(B).
Hull of an ideal. Let A be a topological algebra and I  a closed regular 
two-sided ideal o f A. The set
h (I) =  { M  G mt(A)  : /  C M }
is the hull o f I.
Kernel of the set of ideals. Let A be a topological algebra and S a 
subset of mt(A).  The set
к (S) =  PI M
Mes
is the kernel o f S.
Hull-kernel topology. The hull-kernel topology r^k on mt(A)  is the 
topology in which сЦ(5') =  h(k(S))  for each S G rnt(A).  It is known that 
(mf(A), гм ) is a Ti-space but not necessarily a Hausdorff space.
1.4. Main classes of topological algebras
In the sequel we will use the following classes of topological algebras.
Normed algebra. A topological algebra is called a normed algebra, if 
its topology is given by an algebra norm , i.e., by a norm p, which satisfies 
the condition p(ab) ^  p{a)p{b) for each a, b G A.
Banach algebra. A complete normed algebra is called a Banach 
algebra.
Spectral algebra. A topological algebra A is called a spectral algebra, 
if its topology is given by an spectral seminorm , i.e., by a submultiplicative4 
seminorm p, which satisfies the condition гд(а) <  p(a ) for each a £ A (here 
га(о)  denotes the spectral radius (see, e.g., [22], p. 11) o f a £ A).  It is easy 
to see that every Banach algebra is a spectral algebra.
4A seminorm p is submultiplicative, if p(ab) ^  p(a)p(b) for each a,b 6 A.
If Л is a unital algebra, then
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Locally convex algebra. A topological algebra A is called a locally 
convex algebra, if the underlying topological linear space of A  is locally 
convex.
Locally bounded algebra. A topological algebra A is called a locally 
bounded algebra, if the underlying topological linear space of A is locally 
bounded.
Locally pseudoconvex algebra. A topological algebra A is called a 
locally pseudoconvex algebra, if the underlying topological linear space of A 
is locally pseudoconvex.
It is easy to see that all locally convex algebras and all locally bounded 
algebras are locally pseudoconvex algebras.
Locally m-pseudoconvex algebra. A topological algebra A is called 
a locally multiplicatively pseudoconvex (shortly, locally m-pseudoconvex) 
algebra, if A has a base of neighbourhoods of zero consisting of balanced, 
pseudoconvex and idempotent sets. The topology of A is often given by 
a system {p\ : Л 6  A} of k\-homogeneous submultiplicative seminorms, 
where k\ E (0,1] for each Л E A.
fc-normed algebra. A topological algebra is called a k-normed algebra, 
if its topology is given by a ^-homogeneous submutiplicative norm with 
к E (0,1].
fc-Banach algebra. A complete k-normed algebra is called a k-Banach 
algebra.
Locally A-pseudoconvex algebra. A topological algebra A is called 
a locally absorbingly pseudoconvex (shortly, locally A-pseudoconvex) algebra, 
if A has a base В of neighbourhoods of zero, consisting of balanced and 
pseudoconvex sets such that for every U E В and every a E A  there exists 
a number v =  v{a,U)  >  0 such that aU,Ua С vU . The topology of A is 
often given by a system {рд : Л E A} of /^-homogeneous A-multiplicative5 
seminorms, where k\ E (0,1] for each Л E A.
It is easy to see that every locally m-pseudoconvex algebra is locally 
A-pseudoconvex. Indeed, let A be a locally m-pseudoconvex algebra, 
a E A and II an element of a base of neighbourhoods of zero in A. Since 
every neighbourhood of zero absorbs every element of A (that is, for 
every a E A and every neighbourhood U of zero of A  there exists a number
5A seminorm p is A-multiplicative, if for each a € A there exist positive numbers 
M(a,p) and N(a,p) such that p(ab) ^ M(a,p)p(a) and p(ab) ^  N(a,p)p(b) for each 
b e  A.
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Л > 0 such that а € XU), then aU С AUU С XU (similarily, Ua С XU). 
Let i/(a, U) =  Л. Then A is ап Л-pseudoconvex algebra.
Gelfand-Mazur algebra. A topological algebra A  (over K) is called 
a Gelfand-Mazur algebra, if the quotient algebra A/M  (in the quotient 
topology6) is topologically isomorphic to К for each M  E rn(A).
Frechet algebra. A topological algebra A  is called a Frechet algebra, 
if A is complete and metrizable.
Q-algebra. A topological algebra A is called a Q-algebra, if the set 
QinvA of all quasi-invertible elements o f A  is open in A. In case when A 
is a unital algebra, then A is a Q-algebra if the set InvA of all invertible 
elements of A  is open in A.
Waelbroeck algebra. A topological algebra A is called a Waelbroeck 
algebra, if A is a Q-algebra, in which the quasi-inversion (if A has the unit 
element, then inversion) is continuous.
Exponentially galbed algebra. A topological algebra A is called an 
exponentially galbed algebra, if the underlying topological linear space of A 
is exponentially galbed.
Simplicial (or normal in the sence of Michael) algebra. A topological 
algebra A is called a simplicial (or normal in the sence of Michael) algebra, if 
every closed regular left (right or two-sided) ideal of A is contained in some 
closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal of A. 
If every closed regular two-sided ideal o f A is contained in some closed 
maximal regular two-sided ideal of A, then A is simplicial (with respect to 
two-sided ideals) algebra.
Topologically primitive algebra. A topological algebra A is 
topologically primitive if and only if there exists a closed maximal 
regular left (right) ideal M  of A such that {a  € A : aA С M } =  {9a}  
({a  E A : Aa С M } =  { вд} ,  respectively).
Fiber bundle. The complex (В , n , X) ,  where В and X  are topological 
spaces and тс : В  —> X  is a continuous open surjection, is called a fiber 
bundle.
Section of a fiber bundle. A mapping /  : X  -> В  is said to be a 
section of the fiber bundle (В ,7г, X )  (shortly, a section ofn) ,  if n[f (x) ]  =  x  
for every x  6 X.  The set of all continuous sections of 7r is denoted by Г (7г).
6If (A , r) is a topological algebra and 7r denotes the canonical homomorphism from A  
onto A /M , then т =  {О С A /M  : n~1(0) € r} is the quotient topology on A /M .
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Section algebra. Let ( B , n , X )  be a fiber bundle, for which all fibers 
Bx =  { b e  В : 7Г (6) =  x }  are topological algebras. If we define the algebraic 
operations in Г(7г) pointwise and the topology on Г(7г) by giving a subbase 
of /о  e  Г(тг) by
B ( M  =  {Uo(fo)  ■ О e B(0p)} ,
where B(9p ) is a base of neighbourhoods of zero o f the algebra7
p =  П  B*
x£X
in the product topology and
Uo(fo)  =  { }  e  Г(тг) : ( ( /  -  fo) (x) )xeX 6  O],  
then Г (7г) is a topological algebra which is called a section algebra.
1.5. Representations of topological algebras
Next, we give some definitions of terms, which are connected with rep­
resentations of topological algebras.
Representation. Let A and В  be topological algebras. Every con­
tinuous homomorphism /  from A into В  is called a representation of A in 
B. In case when В  is a section algebra Г (7г), then /  is called a sectional 
representation of A. When В  is C ( X , C ; c r), for some topological space X  
and topological algebra C, then /  is called a functional representation o f A.
Algebra £ (X ) .  Let X  be a topological linear space over К  and C(X)  
the set of all continuous endomorphisms on X  (i.e., linear maps from X  to 
X ). If we define the addition of elements and the scalar multiplication 
in C(X)  pointwise and the multiplication of elements in C(X)  by the 
composition, then C(X)  is an algebra over K. We endow C(X)  with the 
topology t s of simple convergence. A subbase of neighbourhoods of zero in 
t s consists of sets
T { S , 0 ) — {L  6  C(X)  : L(S)  С О },
where S' is a finite subset of X  and О is a neighbourhood of zero in X.  Then 
£ S(X ) (i.e., £ (X ), endowed with t s ) is a topological Hausdorff algebra, if 
X  is a Hausdorff algebra.
Irreducible representation. Any homomorphism /  of an algebra A 
into C(X)  is called a representation of A on X . Every representation /
7See [1], p. 12.
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of A on X  defines on X  a left (right) module multiplication -j if we put 
a-fX =  f (a) ( x )  (x-fa — f (a) (x) ,  respectively) for each a G A and x  G X.  
In this case X  becomes a left (right) А-module. We denote it by X j .  A left 
(right) A-module X  is nontrivial if A X  /  {Ox}  ( ^  ^  {Ox},  respectively) 
and X  is irreducible if it is a nontrivial left (right) А-module, where X  and 
{Ox}  are the only A-subrnodules of X.  A representation /  o f A on X  is 
irreducible if X j  is an irreducible left (right) A-module.
Topological radical. Let A be a topological algebra. The intersection 
radA of kernels of all continuous irreducible representations of A on topo­
logical linear spaces is the topological radical o f a topological algebra A. In 
the present Thesis we will consider only such topological algebras for which 
radA ф A. It is known (see [14], Theorem 1) that radA is the intersection 
of all closed maximal regular left (right) ideals o f A.
Topologically semi-simple algebra. A topological algebra A is 
topologically semi-simple, if radA =  {Од}-
Strongly topologically semi-simple algebra. A topological algebra 
A is strongly topologically semi-simple, if k(mt(A))  =  {Од}.
1.6. Auxiliary results
For convenience of reference, we cite below the known results used in 
the present Thesis.
Lemma 1.1. Any maximal regular two-sided ideal is primitive.
Proof. See [42], Theorem 2.2.9 (ii), p. 54.
Lemma 1.2. Let P  be a primitive ideal of algebra A. Then А /P is a 
primitive algebra.
Proof. See, e.g., [22], Proposition 9, p. 136.
Lemma 1.3. The quotient space E/M of a topological linear space E  
modulo a linear subspace M  is a Hausdorff space if and only if M  is closed 
in E.
Proof. See [30], Proposition 5, p. 105.
Lemma 1.4. Let E  be a complete metrizable topological linear space 
and M  a closed subspace of E. Then the quotient space E/M is complete 
(and metrizable) in the quotient topology.
Proof. See [30], Theorem 2 , p. 138.
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Lemma 1.5. Every analytic map from C U {oo} into an exponentially 
galbed Hausdorff linear space is a constant map.
Proof. See [47], Corollary, p. 9.
Lemma 1.6. Let A be a topological algebra and I  a left (right or two- 
sided) ideal of A. If clд(1) ф A then с1д(1) is also a left (right or two-sided, 
respectively) ideal of A.
Proof. See [38], Chapter II, § 8, VII, p. 169.
Lemma 1.7. Let A be a topological algebra and / ,  <? £ homA. Then 
f  =  g if and only if kerf =  kerg.
Proof. See [36], Lemma 7.2, p. 69.
Lemma 1.8. The inversion in a topological algebra A with unit ед  
is continuous, if there exists a neighbourhood О(ед)  of ед such that every 
a E О(ед)  is invertible in A and the inversion in A is continuous at ед.
Proof. See [38], Chapter II, §8 , p. 169-170.
Lemma 1.9. The quasi-inversion in a topological algebra A is con­
tinuous, if there exists a neighbourhood О of вд such that every a £ О is 
quasi-invertible in A and the quasi-inversion in A is continuous at в д.
Proof. See [38], Chapter II, §8 , p. 173 174.
Lemma 1.10. Let (A,B)  be a pair of topological algebras A and В  
with the same unit.
(a) If A is a Gelfand-Mazur algebra, then clд (М  П В) — M  for every 
M  E rn(A).
(b) If A and В are Gelfand-Mazur algebras and the topology of В is 
induced by the topology of A, then с\д(М)  П В =  М  for every М  Е т(В).
Proof. See [7], Corollary 1.
Lemma 1.11. Let A be one of the following topological algebras:
(a) a locally A-pseudoconvex algebra;
(b) a locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck algebra;
(c) a locally pseudoconvex Frechet algebra;
(d) an exponentially galbed algebra with bounded elements.
Then A is a Gelfand-Mazur algebra.
Proof. See [13], Corollary 2, p. 125-126.
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Lemma 1.12. Let A be a topological algebra, for which the set m(A)  
is non-empty. Then the following statements are equivalent:
1) A is a Gelfand-Mazur algebra;
2) there exists a topology т on A such that (A, r) is an exponentially 
galbed algebra with bounded elements and every M  € rn(A) is closed in the 
topology т.
Proof. See [16], Theorem 1 or (incomplete version) in [13], p. 123, 
parts (a) and (g) o f Theorem 2.
Lemma 1.13. Let A be a Q-algebra (a Waelbroeck algebra) and I a 
two-sided ideal of A. Then A/I is also a Q-algebra (a Waelbroeck algebra, 
respectively).
Proof. See [21], Corollary 3.6.27, p. 155.
Lemma 1.14. Let A be a unital primitive locally A-pseudoconvex 
Hausdorff algebra over С or a unital topologically primitive locally pseudo- 
convex Frechet algebra over C. Then the center Z(A)  of A is topologically 
isomorphic to C.
Proof. See [15], Theorem 2.
Lemma 1.15. Let A be a locally convex Waelbroeck Hausdorff algebra. 
Then all elements of A are bounded.
Proof. See [12], Remark 1, p. 20.
Lemma 1.16. The unitization i x K  of a topological algebra A is a 
topological algebra in the product topology.
Proof. See [21], Proposition 2.2.9, p. 87.
Lemma 1.17. The unitization A x К of A, in the product topology, 
is a Q-algebra (a Waelbroeck algebra) if and only if A is a Q-algebra (a 
Waelbroeck algebra, respectively).
Proof. See [21], Lemma 3.6.26, p. 155.
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Chapter II
Properties, connected with the quotization and 
unitization of topological algebras
2.1. Properties of quotient algebras and of the center 
of Gelfand-Mazur algebras
To describe all closed maximal regular ideals in a Gelfand-Mazur algebra 
A by closed maximal ideals of a subalgebra of the center of A, we need the 
following results.
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a Gelfand-Mazur algebra and I a two-sided 
ideal o f A. If m{A)  Ф 0, then there exists a topology т on A such that 
A/I (in the quotient topology, defined by r) and Z(A/I)  (in the subspace 
topology) are exponentially galbed algebras with bounded elements.
Proof. Let A be a Gelfand-Mazur algebra for which rri(A) Ф 0. 
By Lemma 1.12, there exists a topology r  on A such that (A, т ) is an 
exponentially galbed algebra with bounded elements.
Let TI be the quotient topology on A / / ,  defined by r. Let it : A —>■ A/I 
be the canonical homomorphism and O' a neighbourhood of zero in 
(A / / ,  tj).  Since 7Г is a quotient map, then it is continuous and open. There­
fore О — 7г~л (0' )  is a neighbourhood of zero in (A, t ) .  N o w  we can find a 
neighbourhood U o f zero in (A, r) such that
for each n E N, which implies that (А / / ,  ту) is exponentially galbed.
Since tz  — { T 1 П Z(A/I)  : T' E 77} is the subspace topology on 
Z (A / / ) ,  generated by 77, then every neighbourhood O"  o f zero in Z(A/I)  
is representable in the form O"  =  0 'OZ(A/ / ) ,  where O' is a neighbourhood 
of zero in A/I. As above, we find the neighbourhood V' of zero of А /1 and
n
k=0
for each n E N. Let V' — it(U). Then we see that
n
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take V"  =  V ' П Z(A/I) .  Then
{ j : f k -.ya, y u - , y n e v " } c O "  
k=0
for each n E N, which implies that Z(A/I)  is exponentially galbed in the 
topology t z .
Let now b E A/I  and V' be an arbitrary neighbourhood of zero in 
{A/I,  77). Then there exists an element a E A such that b =  n(a) and
V =  is a neighbourhood of zero in ( A , t ). Since all elements of
( A , t )  are bounded, then there are numbers Aa E C\{0} and ß y  >  0 such 
that
{ ( i ) " :n6N} CwK 
For every fixed n E N we have now
(Й = R r )  =
which implies
{ ( £ ) " :  « 6  N } c m v V'.
Hence b is bounded in (A/I,  r /). Since b is an arbitrary element in A/I , 
then all elements of (A/I,T[ ) are bounded.
Let now с be an arbitrary element of Z(A/I)  and W "  an arbitrary 
neighbourhood of zero in (Z(A/I) , rz ) .  Then с E A/I  and there exists 
a neighbourhood W'  of zero in A/I  such that W "  — W'  П Z(A/I) .  As 
indicated above, there are numbers Ac E C\{0} and ß'w >  0 such that
{ ( J ) “ : n 6 N } c ^ ' .
Since с E Z(A/I) ,  then
( r \n- )  e Z ( A H )
for each n E N. Therefore
{(£)П:пбЧ с^ "
which means that с is bounded in (Z(A/I ) , tz). Consequently, every 
element in (Z(A/I ) , tz) is bounded.
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Lemma 2.2. Let A be a locally pseudoconvex (locally A-pseudoconvex) 
algebra and I  a two-sided ideal of A. Then A/I and Z(A/I)  are also locally 
pseudoconvex ( locally A-pseudoconvex, respectively) algebras.
Proof. Since A is a locally pseudoconvex algebra, then we can find a 
base В o f neighbourhoods of zero of A consisting of balanced pseudoconvex 
neighbourhoods of zero. It is easy to see that В' =  7г(В) and
В" =  \U' П Z(A/I)  : U' G B'}
are suitable bases of neighbourhoods of zero for A/I  and Z(A/I) ,  
respectively.
Lemma 2.3. Let A be a (locally pseudoconvex) Frechet algebra and
I  a closed two-sided ideal of A. Then A j I  and Z(A/I)  are also (locally 
pseudoconvex) Frechet algebras.
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, algebra А/1 is a Frechet algebra. Since Z(A/I)  
is a closed linear subspace of A/I , then Z(A/I)  is complete and metrizable, 
hence a Frechet algebra.
Using Lemma 2.2, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a (locally pseudoconvex) Waelbroeck algebra 
and I  a two-sided ideal of A. Then A/I and Z(A/I)  are also (locally 
pseudoconvex) Waelbroeck algebras.
Proof. By Lemma 1.13, we obtain that A/I is a Waelbroeck algebra. 
This implies that QinvA/1 is an open set in А/1. Since
Q in vZ (A //) =  Q invA /Zn Z(A/I) ,
then QinvZ(A/I)  is an open set in Z(A/I) .  It is easy to see that the 
quasi-inversion is continuous in Z(A/I)  (because QinvZ(A/I)  is a subset 
of QinvA/I).  Hence Z(A/I)  is a Waelbroeck algebra.
Lemma 2.5. Let M  be a maximal left (right) ideal in an algebra A 
for which {a £ A : aA С M } =  { Од} ({a  G A : Aa С M } =  {Од},  
respectively). Then M  П Z(A) =  [Од].
Proof. Let m G M  П Z(A).  Then mA =  Am  С M.  Hence 
M H Z ( A )  =: { вa}.
2.2. Properties of the unitization of topological algebras
To describe all closed maximal regular ideals o f a topological algebra A 
in case when A has no unit, we need the following results.
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P rop osition  2.6. The unitization A x K  of A in the product topology 
is an exponentially galbed algebra if and only if A is an exponentially galbed 
algebra.
P roo f. Let A be an exponentially galbed algebra and О any neigh­
bourhood of zero in A x K . Then there are a neighbourhood U\ of zero in 
A and a neighbourhood V\ of zero in К  such that U\ x V\ С О. Since A 
is an exponentially galbed algebra, then there exist a neighbourhood U2 of 
zero in A and a number e >  0 such that
for each n G N. Therefore A x IK is exponentially galbed.
Let now A x К be an exponentially galbed algebra, U any neighbour­
hood of zero in A and V  a neighbourhood of zero in K. Then О =  U x V  
is a neighbourhood of zero in A x К  in the product topology. Since A x К  
is exponentially galbed, then there exists a neighbourhood 0 \ o f zero in 
A x К such that
n
for each n G N and
V2 =  { \ e K  : |A|< e} С
Let V3 =  \Vi. Then
n




{ E  : (“O’ A°)’ -> К , A„) e о ,} с о
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for each n G N. We can find a neighbourhood U\ of zero in A and a neigh­
bourhood Vi of zero in К such that U\ x V\ С 0\. Then
for each n G N, if ao, ...,on £ U\ and Ao, An G V\. Therefore
n
{E ¥ '■a°’ 6 у‘}с u
for each n G N. Consequently, A is also an exponentially galbed algebra. 
Proposition 2.7. The unitization A x К of A in the product topology
an exponentially galbed algebra with bounded elements.
Proof. Let A be an exponentially galbed algebra with bounded ele­
ments. Then A  x К is also an exponentially galbed algebra, by Proposition
2.6. Let (aoj^o) be an arbitrary element in A x К  and W  a neighbour­
hood of zero in A x IK. Then there exist a number ßw  >  0, a balanced 
neighbourhood О of zero in A x K, a neighbourhood U of zero in A  and 
a balanced neighbourhood V  of zero in IK such that е^хк С ß w W  and 
U x V  С О С W . Since A is exponentially galbed, then there exists a 
balanced neigbourhood U\ of zero in A such that
for each n G N. By assumption, A is a topological algebra with bounded 
elements. Then there are numbers Aao G C\{0} and ц\ ^  1 such that
is an exponentially galbed algebra with bounded elements if and only if A is
n — 1
Now there exists an integer ry G N such that ry  ^  1 and
Let Ц2 — max{|Aao|, 2rv | Aq |} and ß o  — 4/^ 2- Since
к V \ " - k g g )
к
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Mo
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for each n  G N which means that all elements in A  x  К  are bounded.
Let now A x  К  be an exponentially galbed algebra with bounded 
elements. Then A  is an exponentially galbed algebra, by Proposition 2.6. 
Let U be any neighbourhood of zero in A. Let Vo be a fixed neighbourhood 
of zero in К  and ao an arbitrary element of A. Then ( a o , 0 )  G A x K  and 
U x V о is a neighbourhood of zero in A  x  K .  Since all elements in A x  К  are 
bounded, then there exist numbers A q G C\{0} and fiu,v0 >  0 such that
Hence
( ~ ^ Г )  : , i e f ) } c № . # x V o ) .
{ ( ^ )  : n  G N j  С  f iu ,v 0 U
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which means that A is an exponentially galbed algebra with bounded 
elements.
Proposition 2.8. The unitization A x K  of A in the product topology 
is a locally pseudoconvex algebra if and only if A is a locally pseudoconvex 
algebra.
Proof. Let, A be a locally pseudoconvex algebra and О a neighbourhood 
of zero in A x K . Then we can find a neighbourhood U\ o f zero in A and 
a balanced neighbourhood V\ of zero in К  such that U\ x V\ С О. Since 
A is locally pseudoconvex, then there exists a balanced and pseudoconvex 
neighbourhood U4 of zero in A such that U2 С U\. We can assume that
Vx =  { \ e K :  IЛI <  e}
for some e >  0. Let 0\ — U2 x V\ and (a, a), (6, ß) G 0\. Then
//(a, a) G /it/2 x fiVi С U2 x V\ =  0\
for I / 1  1 which means that 0\ is balanced. Because U2  is pseudo- 
convex, then there exists a constant v > 0 such that U2 +  U2 С i'll2 - Let 
v\ — max{i/, 2}. Then
(a, a) + ( M )  e (vU2) x (2Vj) С (щ U2) x (i^V i) -  viOy.
Therefore 0\ is also pseudoconvex. Since 0\ С О, then A x К  is a locally 
pseudoconvex algebra.
Let now A x К be a locally pseudoconvex algebra, U a neighbourhood of 
zero in A and V a neighbourhood of zero in K. Then U x V  is a neighbour­
hood of zero in A x К  in the product topology. Because A x К  is locally 
pseudoconvex, then we can find a balanced and pseudoconvex neighbour­
hood О o f zero in A x К  such that О С U x V. Now
ОП (A x {0 }) = t / i  x {0 }, 
where U1 is a subset o f U. Since
(A Ui) x {0 } =  A(OD (A x {()})) С ОП (A x {0 } )  -  Ux x {0 } 
for |A|  ^ 1 and
(Ux +  U\) х { 0}  =  О П (А х  {0 }) +  О П (A x {0 }) С (О +  О) П (А х {0 }) С 
С (iЮ ) П (А х {0 }) С 1/(0  П (А х {0 })) -  (1Д/1) х {0 }
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for some v >  0, then U\ +  U\ С vU\. Since U\ С U, then A is locally 
pseudoconvex.
Proposition 2.9. The unitization A x K  of A in the product topology is 
a locally A-pseudoconvex algebra if and only if A  is a locally A-pseudoconvex 
algebra.
Proof. Let A be a locally A-pseudoconvex algebra and О a neigh­
bourhood of zero in A x K. Then (as in the previous proof) we can find 
a balanced and pseudoconvex neighbourhood U2 o f zero in A  and e >  0 
such that U2 x V\ С О, where V\ =  {A £ К  : |A|< e}. Next, there exists 
a balanced and pseudoconvex neighbourhood f/3 of zero in A such that 
U3 С U2 and for every a £ A there exists a number v =  i/(a, C/3) ^  1 such 
that ttC/3, U^a С It is easy to see that
Oi =  U3 x V 1 c U 2 x V l c O
is a pseudoconvex and balanced set, since f/3 and V\ are pseudoconvex and 
balanced. Therefore Oj +  0\ С pO\ for a p >  0 and rO\ С 0\ for every 
|r|  ^ 1. We have to show that for every fixed (а ,д) £ A x К  there exists 
a number щ — щ(а, ß ,Oi )  >  0 such that (а, n)Oi,  0\ (a, /i) С viO i. For 
it, let (6, A) be an arbitrary element in Oi. Then b £ Us and |A| <  e. If 
(a, /i) is fixed, then there exists a number 7a >  0 such that а С 7аС/з- Let 
p =  max {|//|,e7a} and v\ =  p max {v,pp}  (here и — i/(a,Us)). Then
(a, //)(&, A) =  (ab, 0) +  /i(6, A) +  A (a, 0) £ (0C/3) x V\ +  +  e jaOi С
С v{U-s x Vi) +  p(0\ + O i )  С vO\ +  ppO\ С max{is,pp}(Oi +  0\) С v\Oi
for each (6, A) £ 0\. Hence (а, p)0\  С v\0\. Similarily, we have 
O i(a ,/i) С viO i. Therefore A x К  is locally A-pseudoconvex.
Let now A x К  be a locally A-pseudoconvex algebra, U a neighbourhood 
o f zero in A and V  a neighbourhood of zero in K. Then О — U x V  
is a neighbourhood of zero in A x К  and there exists an A-pseudoconvex 
neighbourhood 0\ o f zero in A x К such that 0\ С О. Now, for every 
fixed (a,p) £ A x К  there exists a constant v\ — v \ 0 \ )  >  0 such that 
(a ,^ )O i, 0\(a,fi) С i 'i0\. Then
0 2 =  U\x {0 } =  О] П (A x {()})
is (as in the proof of Proposition 2.8) a pseudoconvex neighbourhood of 
zero in A x {0 }, for which holds the claim: for every fixed a £ A there 
exists a constant v2 — ^ i(« ,0 ,0\) >  0 such that (a ,0)0 2 , ^ 2(0 ,0) С v2Ö2 - 
It is easy to see that U\ С U is an A-pseudoconvex neighbourhood of zero 
in A. Therefore A is a locally A-pseudoconvex algebra.
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Proposition 2.10. The unitization A x K  of A in the product topology 
is a Frechet algebra if and only if A is a Frechet algebra.
Proof. Let A be a Frechet algebra. Then there exists a countable base 
{B n : n G N} of neighbourhoods of zero in A. For each m G N, let
Cm =  { A e K :  | A | < -} .
m
Then { Bn x Cm : n ,m  G N} is a countable base of neighbourhoods o f zero in 
A x K .  Hence A x К is metrizable in the product topology. Let ((an, An)) be 
a Cauchy sequence in A x K. Then (an) is a Cauchy sequence in A and (An) 
is a Cauchy sequence in K. Since both A and IK are complete, then there 
are ao € A and Aq G К such that (an) converges to «о and (A„) converges 
to Ao- It is easy to see that then ((an,An)) converges to (ao, Ao) G A x  K. 
Thus A x IK is a Frechet algebra.
Let now A x К be a Frechet algebra. Then there exists a countable 
base {B n : n G N} of neighbourhoods of zero in A x K .  It is clear that 
{B n П (A x {0 }) : n G N} is a countable base of neighbourhoods of zero in 
A x {0 } in the subspace topology. Since A and A x {0 } are homomorphic, 
then A has also a countable base of neighbourhoods of zero. Hence A is 
metrizable. If (an) is a Cauchy sequence in A, then ((an,0)) is a Cauchy 
sequence in A x IK. As A x IK is a Frechet algebra, then there exists an 
element (ao,Ao) G A x K  such that ((an,0)) converges to (ao,Ao). Since 
ao G A and (an) converges to ao, then A is a Frechet algebra.
Lemma 2.11. Let A be a topological algebra without a unit. Then the 
set A x {0 } is a closed two-sided ideal of A x  K, which is maximal as left 
(right or two-sided) ideal.
Proof. It is easy to see that A x {0 } is a closed two-sided ideal of A  x K. 
Let M  be a left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal o f A x К such that 
A x {0 } С M . If A x {0 } ф M , then (a, A) G M  for some А ф 0. Let (b, ц) 
be an arbitrary element of A x K. Since
(0д,А) =  (a, A) +  (—a, 0) G M,
then also
(b,ß) = A) + (6,0) e м.
Therefore M  =  A x K ,  which is not possible. Hence A x {0 } is a maximal 
left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal o f A x K.
The following Theorem has been proved in [38] (p. 158-160) and [21] 
(p. 17-18) for algebras which are not neccessarily topological. We present
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it here in a form more convenient for us. For the sake of completeness, we 
give our detailed version o f the proof.
Theorem 2.12. Let A be a topological algebra without a unit, J{A)  
the set of all closed regular left [right) ideals of A x {0 }, J (A  x K) the set 
of all closed left [right) ideals J of A x  K, for which J (A x  {0 }) . Let f  
be a map defined by f ( J )  =  J П (A x {0 }) for each J E J(A x  K). Then f  
maps J(A  x K) onto J(A).  Moreover, f  is an one-to-one map between:
a) the set of all closed two-sided ideals I' of A x  К such that
I 1 (£ (A x {0 }) and the set of all closed regular two-sided ideals o f A x {0 } ;
b) the set of all closed maximal left (right) ideals M ' o f A x K  such that 
M ' <£ (A  x {0 } )  and the set of all closed maximal regular left (right) ideals 
of A x {()}.
Remark. The proof will be given only for left ideals; for right ideals 
the proof is similar.
Proof. Let I' E J ( A x K )  and I  — I' П (A x  {0 }). Then there is an 
element (а, к) E I' such that a E A and к E K\{0}. Since A x  {0 } <JL F,  by 
Lemma 2.11, then I  /  A x {0 }. Hence I  is a closed left ideal o f A x  {0 }. 
Let now и =  — jrö, щ =  (u, —1), e — (вa, 1) and a' — (a,0) for each a E A. 
Then from
щ =  u' - e  =  (9A, - - ) ( a , k )  E I'
we get
x'u — x =  (xu — x,  0) =  x'u\ E I
for each x' E A x  {0 }. Therefore I  — f ( I ' )  is a closed regular left ideal of 
A x  {0 } and u' is a right unit in A x  {0 } for I.
Let now /  be a closed regular left ideal o f A x {0 }. Then there exists 
an element u' =  (w,0) E (A x {0 } )\ / such that x'u' — x' E I  for each 
x' E A x  {0 }. Let y'k — (у , к) for each у E A  and к £ К  and let
I' — {y'k E A x К  : y'ku E I} .
Then / '  Ф A x K ,  because (9a, 1) ^ I '■ Moreover, I' is a closed sub­
set o f A x K. Indeed, if (yoi&o) is an element of the closure of I' in the 
product topology of A x K, then there exists a net ((ад, k\))XeA in I' such 
that [(a\,k\))XeA converges to (yo,ko) in the product topology. Since 
(a\-,k\)u' E /  for every Л E A, then (yo,ko)u' E / ,  because I  is closed 
in A x {0 } .  Hence (уо,ко) E I' and 11 is closed. We will show now that
I 1 E I ( A x K). For it, let y'k, z[ E I' and A E K. Since
[y'k +  z'l)u' =  v W  +  z 'iu' £ f ,
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we have y'k 4- z[ £ I'. Similarily, Ay'k £ I' for each A 6  IK.
Let now w[n be an arbitrary element of A x IK and y'k £ I ' . As
(\vmy'k)u =  (wyu -I- kwu, 0) +  (myu +  mku, 0) —
=  (?/;, 0)(yu +  fcu, 0) +  m(yn +  ku , 0 ) =  w'(y'ku ) 4- m(y'ku )  £ / ,
because I is a left ideal of A x {0 } ,  then £ / ' .  Thus / '  is a closed left 
ideal o f A x К and I' (£ (A x  {()}), because (и' — e)u' =  u'u' — u ' c l  implies 
u' — e =  (u, — 1) £ /^\(А x { 0}).
To show that I  =  I 'd  (A x {0 }), let i' £ / .  Then «'w' =  (i'u! — i') + i'  £ I. 
Hence I  С I' and thus I  С / ' f l ( i x { 0 } ) .  If z £ / 'n ( i x { 0 } ) ,  then z =  a' for 
some a £ A. Therefore z =  a'u' — (a'v! — a!) £ I. Hence I  =  I' П (A x  {0 }). 
Consequently, /  is a surjection.
a) Let J' £ A x IK be closed two-sided ideals o f A x К  such that 
J' £  ( A x  { 0}) and
/ ( / ' )  =  I' П (A x {0 }) =  f  П (A x  {0 }) -  f(J') .
Then (as shown above) there are elements u' — (u ,0 ),i / =  (^,0) £ A  x {0 }  
such that u' — e £ / ' , ? /  — e £ J'. First, we will show that Г  C J'. It is 
clear that
v u  — v' =  (vu — i;,0) =  v'(u' — e) £ f ( l ' )  =  f (J' )  С J' 
and v'u' — u' — (vr — e)u' £ J'. Therefore
v — и = (v'u' — XL ) — (v'u1 — v') £ J'.
Now, let (y, A) be an arbitrary element of V . Since 
(uy +  Au, 0) =  u'(y, A) £ / ( / ' )
and
(uy -  y ,0) =  (« ' -  e)y' £ / ( / ' ) ,
then
(y +  Ait, 0) =  (uy +  Au, 0) -  (uy — y, 0) £ / ( / ' )  =  / (J ') С J'.
Hence
(y, A) =  (y +  Am, 0) +  A(w; — u') — A(v/ — e) £ J'.
It means that I' С J ' . Analogously, we can show that J' С I'. Therefore 
I' =  J' and /  is one-to-one.
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b) First, we will show that any closed maximal regular left ideal M  of 
A x {0 } defines a closed maximal left ideal J' in A x l  such that 
J' A x {0 } and f (J' )  — M.  Then we show that any closed maximal 
left ideal J" such that J" <£_ A x {0 } and f ( J ") =  M , coincides with J'. 
For it, let M  be a closed maximal regular left ideal in A x {0 } and и', v' be 
elements of A x {0 }  such that x'u' — x ' , x'v' — x' E M  for every x ' E v l x  {0 }. 
Then v' — v! E M . To show it, let
W  =  {w' E A x {0 } : x'w  E M  for each x £ A x  {()}}.
Now M  С W . Suppose that u' E W . Then x'u' E M  for each x' E A  x {0 } . 
Therefore
x =  x'u' — (x'v! — x ) E M
for each x' E A x {0 } , which contradicts our assumption that M  is an ideal 
in A x {0 }. Hence u' £  W . Consequently, W  Ф A x {0 }.
If w[ , w'2 E W  and Л E K, then w[ +  w '2 , Aw\ E W . Moreover, if w' E W  
and r' is an arbitrary element of A  x {0 } ,  then from
x'(r'w') — (x'r')w' E M
follows r'w' E W . Herewith, x'u' — x' E M  С W  for each x' E A x {0 }. 
Hence W  is a regular left ideal o f A x {0 }. Since M  is maximal as a left 
ideal in A x {0 }, then W  =  M . Now
x'(v' — и ) =  (x'v' — x )  — (x'u — x') E M
for each x  E A. Therefore from v' — и' E W  follows v' — и' E M.
Let now
J' =  {y'k e  A x K : y ' ku' E M }.
Then J' is a left ideal o f A x К  (as shown above). Since v' — и' E M , then 
x'(v' — и') E M  for each x' E A x {0 }. Hence x'u' E M  if and only if 
x'v' E M . It means that J' is independent of the selection of u' such that 
x'u' — x' E M  for each x' E A x {0 }.
Next, we show that J' is a closed maximal left ideal o f A x  K, for which 
J' П (A x {0 }) — M  and J' (JL (A x {0 }). For it, let m' be an arbitrary 
element of M . Then rn'u' — rn' E M  and from
m'u =  (m'u — rri) +  m' E M
follows rn' E J'. Therefore M  С J' П (A x  {0 }). If now z' E J' П (A x  {0 }), 
then z'u' E M  and z'u' — z' E M . Thus
z' =  z'u — (z'u — z') E M.
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So we have showed that M  — J' П (A x {0 }). Since
(u, —l)u r =  (uu — u, 0) =  и и — и G M ,
then (и, — 1) G J'\(A  x {0 } ) .  Hence J ' <£_ (A  x {0 }) .
To show that J' is maximal, let M ' be a left ideal of A x К  such that 
J' С M'. Then
M  =  J' П [A  x {0 }) С M ' П {A  x {0 }).
Since M  is a maximal left ideal of A x {0 }, then
M ' П (A x  {0 }) =  M  (1)
M ' П (A x {0 }) =  A x {0 }. (2)
In case (1), let (у, A) be any element of M ' . If A =  0, then
(y, A) G M ' П (A x {0 }) =  M  С J'.
Let A /  0. Then
(y,A) =  A(<7i, 1) =  —A(( /i - e ) ,
where =  — j  у G A and g[ — e =  ~ j { y ,  A) G M '. Thus
z g\ — z =  — e) G M' D (A x {0 }) =  M
for each z' G A x {0 } . Therefore G M , as shown above. Hence
(y, X)u =  — A(^iw — u, 0) =  — A[(w;/1n/ — w\) +  гу^  +  — u;)] G M.
Therefore (у , A) G J’ and thus M ' С J', which gives us M ' — J'.
The case (2) implies M' — A x {0 } ,  by Lemma 2.11, which is not 
possible, because (it, — 1) G J'\(A x {0 }). Consequently, J' is a maximal 
left ideal o f A x К and J' (£_ A x  {0 }. Using exactly the same techniques as 
we used in the beginning of this proof for showing that V is a closed ideal, 
it is easy to show that J' is closed.
Let now J" be another closed maximal left ideal o f A x К such that 
J" <£ (A x {0 }) and f { J" )  -  M.  From J"  П (A x {0 }) =  M  we get (as 
in case (1)) that J"  С J'. Since J"  is a maximal left ideal, then we have 
J"  =  J'. Therefore /  is one-to-one.
Finally, we show that M ' n ( A x  {0 }) is a closed maximal regular left 
ideal in A x {0 } for any such closed maximal left ideal M'  of A x K, for
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which M ' (/L A x  {0 }. For it, let M ' be an arbitrary closed maximal left 
ideal o f A x К  such that M' (£ (A x {0 } )  and M ' C\(A x {0 } )  =  I. Then I  is 
a closed regular left ideal in A x {0 }, by the first part of the proof. Let M  
be a maximal regular left ideal of A x {0 } such that I  С M . According to 
the last part o f the proof, M  defines a maximal left ideal J1 o f A x К  such 
that J' <jt A x {0 }  and J 'f l  (A  x {0 })  — M . Since I  С M , then we can show 
similarity, as in case (1), that M ' С J'. As M ' is a maximal ideal in A x K, 
then it implies M ' — J ' . Therefore M  =  / ,  which completes the proof.
Remark. It is easy to see that this theorem holds, if we drop the word 
’’ closed” everywhere in Theorem 2.12.
Corollary 2.13. Let A be a topological algebra without a unit, S\ the 
set of all closed maximal two-sided ideals M ' of A x К such that 
M ' <£ (A x {0}) and S2 the set of all closed maximal regular two-sided ideals 
M  of A x { 0}. Then the map f  : Si —* S2 , defined by f ( J )  =  J n (A x {0 })  for  
each J 6 S\, is a bijection.
Proof. Let M ' be a closed maximal two-sided ideal of A x К  such that 
M ' <£ (A x {0 }) and M  = M ' f l ( A x  {0 }). Then M  is a closed regular 
two-sided ideal o f A x {0 } , by Theorem 2.12. Let L be a maximal two-sided 
ideal of A x {0 } such that L D M . Similarity, as in the proof o f Theorem
2 .12, there exists a two-sided ideal L' in A x К  such that V  (£_ (A x { 0 }) 
and L' П (A x  {0 }) =  L. But now, as in case (1) in the proof o f Theorem
2.12, we can show that L D M  implies L' D M ' . Since M '  is a maximal 
two-sided ideal of Л х К ,  then V  — A x IK or L' — M '. The first case 
implies L =  A x {0 }, which is a contradiction. The second case implies 
L — M . Thus M  is a closed maximal regular two-sided ideal o f A x  {0 }.
Let now M  be a closed maximal regular two-sided ideal of A x  {0 }. 
Similarity, as in Theorem 2.12, there exists a closed two-sided ideal M ' of 
A x К  such that M ' <£ (A x {0 }) and M  — M ' П (A x {0 }). Suppose that 
there exists a two-sided ideal L' of A x К  such that L' (A x {0 }) and
V  D M '. Then
L =  L ' n { A x  {0}) D M'  П (A x  {0}) =  M
implies L — A x  {0 } or L =  M.  Since L' (£_ (A x  {0 }), then the first case 
implies V  =  A x  K, which is a contradiction. The second case implies 
U  — M ' . Thus M'  is a closed maximal two-sided ideal of A x K.
So we have showed that /  maps Si onto S2. By the part a) o f Theorem
2.12, the map /  is one-to-one. Therefore /  is a bijection between the sets
Si and S2.
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2.3. Properties of unital exponentially galbed 
algebras with bounded elements
Next, we study certain analytical properties of unital exponentially 
galbed algebras with bounded elements.
Proposition 2.14. Let A be a unital exponentially galbed Hausdorff 
algebra over С with bounded elements. Let Ao G С and ao G A. Then there 
exists a neighbourhood O(Ao) of Xq such that
oo
X X A  -  A o ) 4  
k—0
converges in A and
oo
(ед +  (A — Ao)ao) 1 =  A — Ao)fcaQ
k=0
for each X G 0 ( Ao).
Proof. Let ao G A and Ao G С be fixed. Moreover, let A  be an 
exponentially galbed Hausdorff algebra over С with bounded elements and 
О an arbitrary neighbourhood of zero in A. There exist a closed and 
balanced neighbourhood O' of zero in A and a closed neighbourhood O" of 
zero in С such that O" O' С О. Now we can find a balanced neighbourhood
V of zero in A such that
; vu ...,vn e v)co'
k= 0
for all n G N. Since every element in A is bounded, then there is a number 
/io G C \{0} such that
{ © ”:neN} 
is bounded in A. Therefore there exists a number po >  1 such that
(ö o )n g  ^oy
V/z0 /
for all n G N.
Let
U c  =  { A e C :  |A| < 2 щ } .
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nSn(A) =  £ ( A  -  A o ) 4  
k=l
for each n 6 N and A G C. Then
m m —n—1
Sm(A) -  5„(A) =  E  <A “  =  E  <A -  Ао)’*+1:+' а Г 'г+1
k—n+l 0
for each A G С and ra, n G N with rn > n. Now |2/zo(  ^— o^)| < 1 for each 
A G U(Xq). If we take
. . .  _  2k( \ -  Ao ) V +fc+1
vn,k{A) — , j ,
PoPon+l
then
m —n—1 / . ч
Sm W  -  Sn(\) =  (A -  A0)n+1Mo"+ lpo E
fc=0
for each n, ra G N with m > n and A G U (Ao). Moreover,
1 » /  />п \ 1 ,
^n,;t(A) =  —  (2(A — Ao)/io) ( ~ )  ^  — (2/io(A — Ao)) /?oV С К  
Po '  ß o ' Po
for each n, к G N and A G £/(Ao), because |2/xo(A — Ao)| < 1. Hence
с  I w c m J 2w (A -A o ) )n+1_ r t
<bm(A) Ьп(Х) G 2n+i ’
if ra >  n and A G U(Xq). Since again |2/io(A — Ao)| < 1, then there exists a 
number no G N such that
(2/i0(A -  A0) )n+1 e  —  O"
PO
if n >  no- Therefore
S,n(A) -  S„(A) € tJttt— O "poO' С О "O' С О
2 po
for each rn > n >  n0 and A G t/(A0), since O' is balanced. Hence (^„(A)) 
is a Cauchy sequence in A.
In case A is sequentially complete, the sequence (5n(A)) converges in A. 
If A is not sequentially complete, then let Ä  be the sequential completion
U{Ao) =  A0 +  Uq and
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of A and v : A —» A the topological space isomorphism from A  into A 
such that v(A)  is dense in the Hausdorff linear space A.  Then v(A)  is an 
exponentially galbed space, for each a E A there is a number Aa £ C\{0} 
such that
M © 1 : n e N }
is bounded in v ( A ) ,  and v(Sn(A)) is a Cauchy sequence in A .  Since A  is 
complete, then there exists an element b E A such that is(Sn(\)) converges 
to b for every A E U(Xq).
Next, we show that there exists a neighbourhood 0'(Ао) o f Ao such that
oo
b =  ~  хо)к" ( ао) € v(A)  
k= 0
for each A E 0'(Ao). For it, let 0\ be an arbitrary closed neighbourhood of 
zero in у (A). Then ед -f 0 1 =  г'(ел) +  0\ is closed neighbourhood of ед 
in v{A).  Since v{A)  is exponentially galbed, then there exists a balanced 
neighbourhood V\ of zero in v(A)  such that
Tl
{£ | £  : «1.•••.«» e Vi} с Oi 
k= 0
for all n E N and a number ц\ E C\{0} such that
M © 1 : n 6 N }
is bounded in v(A).  Therefore there is a number p\ >  0, for which
■'[(гЛ6"*
for all n E N. Let
Oc =  { a 6 C : | A | < m i „ { J ^ , ^ - } }
and O^Ao) =  Ao +  0 c- Then
«» (A ) =  2*(A  -  A o ) 4 a o * )  =  (2 (A  -  A o ) w ) ^ [ ( ^ ) ‘ ]
6 (2(A -  A o^ O V iV i =  (2(A -  A„)^1)fc“ 1(2(A -  X obiP iW i С Vu
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Я п ( А )  =  I / ( S „ ( A ) )  =  J ^ ( A  -  A o ) M a o * )  =  1 /(ед )  +  ^  -  
fc=0 fc=l
— v(eA) +  ^  G ^(ед) +  Öi 
fc=o
for each n G N and A G O'(Ao). Since у(ед)  0\ is a closed set, then
oo
b =  y^ (A  -  Ao^j^ao*) =  lim # „(A ) G i/(e^) +  Oi С и (A)
L '  n—> oo
k=0
for each A G O'(Ao). If now A G O(Ao) =  O'(Ao) П U(Ao), then (,5n(A)) 
converges in A. It is easy to see that
oo
(ел +  (A — Ao)«o) fy ^ (A  — \o)k^ok j^ — 
k= о
oo
=  (У ^ (А  -  A o ) * ^ )  (ед +  (A -  Ao)ao) =  ед  
k= о
for each A G O(Ao). Hence
oo
(ед +  (A — Ao)ao) 1 =  У~ (^А — Ao)*^ ^ A
k= о
for each A G 0(Ao).
Corollary 2.15. Let A be a unital exponentially galbed algebra over 
С with bounded elements. For every ao G A there exists a constant R  >  0 
such that
00 n kE a o
nk+l
k=0
converges in A, whenever |/x| > R.
Proof. If we take Aq =  0 in Proposition 2.14, then we get that
k= 0
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converges in A for every A with |A| < S for some number S >  0. If 
ß > R =  then \ß~l I < which means that
converges in A. Hence
O O  U 1 OO и
<h) _  l y ^ ^ o
k=(Г r k=(Г
converges in A for every ß > R.
2.4. Topological algebras, whose center 
is topologically isomorphic to С
Next, we show that the centers of several topological algebras are topo­
logically isomorphic to C.
Theorem 2.16. Let? A be a unital topologically primitive exponentially 
galbed Hausdorff algebra over С with bounded elements. Then Z(A)  is 
topologically isomorphic to C.
Proof. Let A be a unital topologically primitive exponentially galbed 
Hausdorff algebra over С with bounded elements. Let M  be a closed max­
imal left ideal in algebra A (if M  is a closed maximal right ideal, then the 
proof is similar), for which {a £ A : а А С M }  =  {#a }, let n м be a canon­
ical homomorphism from A onto the quotient space A—M  with respect to 
M  and z G Z(A)\{9a}  — Z(A)\M  (by Lemma 2.5). It is easy to see that 
K z =  {a £ A : az £ M }  is a left ideal of A  for all г G Z(A)\{ 6 a}.  Because 
mz — zrn G M  for each m G M  and ед?  =  z M,  then M  С K z ф A. 
Since ideal M  is maximal, then M  =  K z for all z G Z(A )\ {0^}.
We will show that every 2 G Z(A)  defines a number Xz G С such 
that я =  Az6a- If z — 9a, then we take \z =  0 . Suppose that there 
exists a z £ Z ( A ) such that z( A) =  Хед — z ф в a for all A G C. Then 
z(A) G Z(A)\{ 6 a}  means that z(A) g- M  for all A G C. It is easy to see that 
M  +  A z (A) is a left ideal of A, M  С M  +  Az(A) and
z (A) =  9a ~f" eA%{A) G ( M  4" Az(X))\M
8Similar results have been proved for Banach algebras in [42], Corollary 2.45 
(see also [22], p. 127; [41], Theorem 1.2.11 and [23], Theorem 2.6.26(ii)); for fc-Banach 
algebras in [21], Corollary 9.3.7; for locally m-convex Q-algebras in [45], Corollary 2; for 
locally А-convex algebras, in which all maximal ideals are closed, in [46], Corollary 2; for 
locally A-pseudoconvex algebras and for locally pseudoconvex Prechet’ algebras in [15], 
Theorem 3.1.
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for all A E С. Since M  is a maximal left ideal in A , then M  + A z(\) — A 
for all Л E C. Therefore, for every A E C, there are elements m(A) E M  and 
a(A) E A  such that ед =  rn(X) +  a(A)z(A). Thus a(A)z(A) — ед E M.  Let 
{/(A ) be another element of A such that a'(A)2:(A) — ед E M .  Then from
[o(A) — а,(А)]г(А) =  a(A)z(A) — a/(A)z(A) E M
follows [a(X) — а'(А)] E K z {\ ) =  Л /. Therefore лм (а(\))  =  ^ ^ ( A ) )  for 
each A E C.
Let now Ao E С and d(A) =  ед +  (A — Ao)a(Ao) for each A E C. By 
Proposition 2.14, there exists a neighbourhood O(Ao) o f Ao such that
oo
У -  \o)ka(\o)k 
о
converges in A and
oo oo
_  Ao)fca(Ao)* =  ~  ^o)fca(Ao)fc)d(A) =  ед
fc=0 fc=0
for each A E O(Ao). Thus, if A E O(Ao), then
oo
d ( X) ~ '  =  E ( A -  Ao )fc« ( Ao)*.
/c=0
Now
a(A0)d(A)- 1z(A) -  ед =  a(A0)d(A)_ 12:(A) -  [a(A0)-z(A0) +  m(A0)] =
=  a(Ao)c/(A)_ 12:(A) — a(Ao)^(A)“ 1fi(A)2:(Ao) — =
=  -a (A 0)d(A)_ 1[-z (A ) +  </(A)z(A0)] -  m(A0) =
=  —a(Ao)<i(A) l [(z — Аед) +  (ед +  (A — Ао)а(Ао))(Аоед — z)] — ra(Ao) =
=  —a(A0)öf(A)_ 1[(A0 -  А)(ед -  a(A0)z(A0))] -  m(A0) =
=  — a(A0)f/(A) _1 (A0 — A)m(Ao) — m(A0) E M .
Therefore 7гл/(а(А)) =  тгд/(a(A0)d(A)_1) for all A E 0 ( A0).
Let Ф(А) — 7Гм(а(А)) for all A E C. Next, we show that Ф is an 
(A-M )-valued analytic function on С U {c » } . For it, let Ao E C. Then
Ф(А) =  irM(a(\o)d(\)~l)
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for each A £ O(Ao). Now there exists a neighbourhood Os of zero in С 
such that Ao +  Os С 0(Ao). Moreover, h =  A — Ao £ Os implies that 
Ao +  h £ 0 ( Ao) and
oo
Ф(А0 +  h) =  7rM(a(Ao)d(A0 +  h)~l ) =  nM (a(A0) ] P / i fca(Ao)fc)
h I)
oo oo
=  п м ( ^ } г ка(\o)fc+1)  =  ^ /^ т г м (а (А 0)*+1), 
fc=0
where 7Гл/(a(Ao)fe+1) £ A—M  for all к £ N.




converges in A  for every A with j A j >  R. Easy calculation shows that
OO  I. OO  L.
fc =  0 fc=:0
Therefore
00
2<лГ 1 = Еа*тт
/с=0
for every A with |A| > R. Since г(А)- 1;г(А) — ел £ M  for every A with 
|A| >  Я, then
OO к 0 0  /  k\
Ф(А) =  тгл/ИА)) =  тгм(^(А)-1 ) -  =  Yl~JkTT~
к— О / с = 0
for every A with |А| > R. Because тгм{гк) £ A —M  for all n £ N, then Ф is 
an analytic (A—M)-valued function on С U {oo }. Hence Ф(А) is a constant 
map, by Lemma 1.5. To show that Ф(А) =  0a-m  for each A £ C, let О be 
any neighbourhood of zero in A. Then there exist a closed neighbourhood 
O' and a neighbourhood V  of zero in A such that O' С О and
k =  0
for all n £ N. Moreover, there are /iz £ C\{0} and py >  1 such that
( ~ У  £ p y V  
v fh J
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for all к: E N. If now |A| > max{2|/iz|, p y }  and
о к z k
~  Jk+T’
then
k /  Z \ k 
p y  Л V Л /  \ ß
for each A: € N. Therefore
zk _ s r ^  vk W  r  n >
2 s \ k +1 2k
Jfc=0 A:=0
for every n E N. Since O'  is closed, then
OO U n , . 4
fc=0 fc=0
if |A| > max{2|/i2|, py,  R} .  Hence
lim z(A) 1 =  в a
|A|->oo
and
lim Ф(А) =  lim nM{z{\) l ) =  тгм ( lim z(A) ] ) =  тгм (6>л ) =  0А-м-
| A | - k x > | A | — > o o  | A | - > o o
Thus Ф(А) =  0А—М or ö(A) E M  for all A E  C. Therefore
ед =  -(a (A )z(A ) -  ел) +  a(A)2:(A) E M,
which is not possible. Consequently, every z E Z(A)  defines a Xz E  С such 
that z — AzdA- Hence Z(A)  is isomorphic to C.
To show that the isomorphism p, defined by p(z) — \z for every 
z E Z(A),  is continuous, let О be a neighbourhood of zero in C. Then there 
exists an e > 0 such that Oe — {A E С : |A| <  e} С  О. Let A0 E  0 e\{0}. 
Since A is a Hausdorff space, then there exists a balanced neighbourhood
V  of zero of A  such that Ховд V. Hence А0ел g  V' =  V (1 Z(A) .  If 
I'M ^ IAqI, then JA0A“ 11 ^ 1 and therefore Aoед =  (AoAj1)^ E V  for all 
z E V', which is not possible. Hence Az E О for each z E V' . Thus p is 
continuous (p~~l is continuous, because Z(A)  is a topological linear space 
in the subspace topology). Consequently, Z(A)  is topologically isomorphic 
to C.
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Now we are ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.17. Let A be a unital topological algebra over С , P  a 
primitive ideal of A, defined by a closed maximal regular left (right) ideal 
of A and let one of the following statements be true.
a) A is a locally A-pseudoconvex algebra;
b) A is a locally pseudoconvex Frechet algebra;
c) A is an exponentially galbed algebra luith bounded elements.
Then Z ( A j P )  is topologically isomorphic to C.
Proof. Since P  is a primitive ideal of A , defined by a closed maximal 
regular left (right) ideal of A , then P  is closed in A. Therefore А /P  is a 
topologically primitive Hausdorff algebra, by Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.3. 
In case a), the quotient algebra A /P  is locally A-pseudoconvex, by Lemma 
2 .2 ; in case b), the quotient algebra А / P  is a locally pseudoconvex Frechet 
algebra, by Lemma 2.3. Hence (in cases a) and b)) Z ( A / P )  is topologically 
isomorphic to C, by Lemma 1.14.
In case c) we get similarily, as in Theorem 2.1 that A / P , in the 
quotient topology, is an exponentially galbed algebra with bounded 
elements. Consequently, Z ( A / P )  is topologically isomorphic to C, by the 
Theorem 2.16.
Corollary 2.18. Let A be a unital locally rn-pseudoconvex algebra over 
С and P  a primitive ideal of A, defined by a closed maximal regular left 
(right) ideal of A. Then Z ( A / P )  is topologically isomorphic to C.
Proof. According to the definitions, every locally m-pseudoconvex al­
gebra is locally A-pseudoconvex. Therefore the condition a) of Theorem
2.17 is fulfilled. Thus Z ( A / P )  is topologically isomorphic to C.
Corollary 2.19. Let A be a unital Waelbroeck algebra over С and P  
a primitive ideal of A, defined by a closed maximal regular left (right) ideal 
of A. If A is a locally convex Hausdorff algebra, A is a locally pseudoconvex 
algebra and all elements of A are bounded or A is a locally pseudoconvex 
algebra and m (A ) ф 0? then Z ( A / P )  is topologically isomorphic to C.
Proof. Every locally pseudoconvex algebra is exponentially galbed. If 
A is locally convex Hausdorff algebra, then all elements of A are bounded, 
by Lemma 1.15. If A is locally pseudoconvex and m(A)  Ф 0, then A is a 
Gelfand-Mazur algebra for which m(A)  Ф 0, by Lemma 1.11. Hence there 
exists a topology r  on A such that (A, r) is an exponentially galbed algebra 
with bounded elements, by Lemma 1.12, and P  is a primitive ideal in the 
topology r , defined by a closed maximal regular left (right) ideal of A.
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Therefore we have in all cases the situation c) of the Theorem 2.17. Thus 
Z ( A / P ) is topologically isomorphic to C.
Corollary 2.20. Let A be a unital Gelfand-Mazur algebra over C, 
for which m(A)  Ф 0, and P  a closed primitive ideal of A, defined by a 
closed maximal regular left (right) ideal of A. Then Z ( A f P )  is topologically 
isomorphic to C.
Proof. Let A be a unital Gelfand-Mazur algebra over C, for which 
m(A)  ф 0. Then there exists a topology r  on A such that (A , t ) is an 
exponentially galbed algebra with bounded elements and P  is a primitive 
ideal, defined by a closed (in the topology r) maximal regular left (right) 
ideal of A, by Lemma 1.12. Therefore we have the situation c) of Theorem
2.17 and thus Z ( A / P )  is topologically isomorphic to C.
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Chapter III
Description of closed maximal regular ideals 
in Gelfand-Mazur algebras
3.1. Extendible ideals
Here we show that, under certain conditions, the intersection of any 
closed maximal regular ideal of a topological algebra A with a closed sub­
algebra В  of Z (A ) is an extendible ideal in B . For it we use some results 
obtained in Chapter II.
Proposition 3.1. LeiI9 A be a topological algebra over С with unit ед, 
M  a closed maximal left (right or two-sided) ideal of A and В  a closed 
subalgebra of Z (A ), containing ед. If at least one of the statements a) - c) 
of Theorem 2.17 holds, then
1) every b E В  defines a number A G С such that b — Хед E M ;
2) М П В  e m e{B ).
Proof. 1) Let b E В , P  be the closed primitive ideal of A defined by M  
(if M  is a two-sided ideal, then M  is primitive by Lemma 1.1 and thus we 
can take P  =  M ) and n : A A /P  the canonical homomorphism. Then 
Z (A /P )  is topologically isomorphic to С by Theorem 2.17. We will denote 
this isomorphism by ц. Since n(b) E Z (A /P ), then we can find a number 
Л E С such that ц(тт(Ь)) = А =  ц(п(Х ед)). Therefore ir(b) — 7г(Лел) implies 
b -  Хед E P  С M .
2) Let M b =  M  П B . Then M b  is a closed subset of B , because M  is 
closed in A. Since M  is a left ideal of A (the proof for a right or a two-sided 
ideal is similar), then ед M . Hence M b ф В . It is easy to see that M b  
is a linear subset of B . If z E M ß, then bz E M b  for every b E B . This 
implies that M b  is a closed left ideal of B . Let I  be a left ideal of В  such 
that M b  С I. If I  ф M b  then there exists an element b E I\M b  and (by 
the statement 1)) a number A E С such that b — Хед E Mb- Since b M b , 
then Л Ф 0. Now from b — Хед E I  follows that ед — A- 1 [6 — (b — Хед)] E I. 
Therefore I  =  B , which is not possible. Consequently, M b  E m (B ). As 
M b  С М  and M  is a closed left ideal of A , then I  (M b) C M / A  Hence 
M b  E m e(B ).
9This result has been proved for Banach algebras in [17], Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 
2.4, p. 195-196, and for locally convex Waelbroeck algebras with jointly continuous 
multiplication in [49], p. 82-83.
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Corollary 3.2. Let A be a topological algebra over С with unit ед and 
M  a closed maximal left (right or two-sided) ideal of A. If (at least) one 
of the statements a) - c) of Theorem 2.17 is true, then:
1) every b G Z(A)  defines a number A G С such that b — \ед G M ;
2) M  П Z(A)  G m e(Z(A)) .
Proof. If we take В  =  Z(A) ,  then we have exactly the situation of 
Proposition 3.1.
Corollary 3.3. Let A be a topological algebra over С , M  a closed 
maximal regular left ( right or two-sided) ideal of A and В  a closed sub­
algebra of Z(A)  such that 1 (B ) =  A. I f  (at least) one of the statements a)
- c) of Theorem  2.17 holds, then M  П В  G m e(B) .
Proof. By Theorem 2.12 (or Corollary 2.13 in case of two-sided ideal), 
there exists a uniquely defined closed maximal left (right or two-sided) ideal 
M ' of A x  С such that M ' <jt (A x {0 })  and
M ' П (A x {0 }) -  M  x {0 } ф A x {0 }.
Moreover, by Propositions 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10, the algebra A x С  satisfies 
one of the conditions a) - c) of Theorem 2.17 and В  x  С is a closed subal­
gebra o f Z ( i x C ) .  Hence A x С satisfies all conditions of Proposition 3.1. 
Therefore M ' П (В  x C) G m e(B  x C ), by statement 2) of Proposition 3.1, 
and M ' (Z: (B  x  {0 }).
Suppose that M ' П (В  x С) С (В  x {0 }) .  Since В  x {0 }  G m (B  x  C), by 
Lemma 2.11, and M ' f l ( ß x C )  G m (B  x C), then M ' П (В  x  С) =  В  x {0 }. 
Hence В  x {0 } С M ' . Now
A x {0 } =  1(B ) x  {0 } =  I (B  x  {0 })  c M ' ^ A x  {0}).
As A x {0 } G m (A  x C ), by Lemma 2.11, then M ' =  A x C, but this is not 
possible. Hence M 'n ( ß x C )  G m e( B x C), but M ' n ( B x C )  <£ ( В  x {0 }) . 
Thus
M'  П ( В х  {0 }) -  [M ' D ( B x  С)] П (B  x  {0 }) G m (B  x {0 }) , 
by Theorem 2.12, and
I (M ' П (B  x  {0 }))  С I (B  x  {0 }) С A x {0 }.
Therefore from I (M ' Г\ (В  x  {0 }))  ф В  x C  follows
(M П B ) x {0 } =  (M  x  {0 }) n (B  x  {0 }) =
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= [М ‘ П (А х {0})] П (В  х {0 }) =  М ' П [В  х {0 }) G т е(В  х {0 }).
Hence М  П В  G т (В )  (because the map /х, defined by /х(&) =  (6,0), is a 
topological isomorphism from В  onto В  x {0 }) . Since I (M  Г)В) с М / Д  
then M  П В  G m e(B ).
Corollary 3.4. Let A be a topological algebra over С , M  a closed 
maximal regular left ( right or two-sided) ideal of A and I(Z (A ))  =  A. If  
(at least) one of the statements a) - c) of Theorem 2.17 holds, then
M  П Z(A ) G m e(Z (A )).
Proof. If we take В  =  Z (A ), then we have exactly the situation of 
Corollary 3.3.
R em ark . Note that Proposition 3.1 and Corollaries 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 will 
remain true also in case of locally m-pseudoconvex algebras, of locally con­
vex Waelbroeck Hausdorff algebras, of locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck 
algebras, for which all elements are bounded or m (A ) ф 0, and of Gelfand- 
Mazur algebras, for which m(A) ф 0.
3.2. Description of all closed maximal regular ideals 
and of the topological radical
Let A be a topological algebra over С and В  a subalgebra of Z (A ). For 
each M  G m e(B ) and a G A let Am  = A /I (M ), km : A —» Am  be the 
canonical homomorphism and cT(M ) =  km{o)-
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a topological algebra over С, I  a closed maximal 
regular left (right or two-sided) ideal of A, В  a subalgebra of Z (A ) and 
M  G m e(B ). Then
km (I) — {a~(M ) : a G 1}
is a closed maximal regular left ( right or two-sided, respectively) ideal of 
A m - If J  is a closed maximal regular left ( right or two-sided, respectively) 
ideal of A m , then hfj^(J) is a closed maximal regular left (right or two- 
sided, respectively) ideal of A.
Proof. Let bb b2 G km (I), A G С and d G Am- Then there are 
elements a\,a2 G I  and с G A such that км{сч) — h  for i G {1 ,2 }  and 
km (c) =  d. Since / is a left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal of A, 
then a\ -1-02) Aai, ca\ G I  (similarily, a\c G I). Therefore
b[ +  b2 — KAf(fli) +  «м(ог) =  «м (в  1 +  a2) G % ( / ) ,
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dbi -  KM{c)KM(ai)  =  км {саi) G « м  CO
(similarily, b\d G km (0)- If и denotes the right (left or two-sided, re­
spectively) regular unit for /, then km (u ) is the right (left or two-sided, 
respectively) regular unit for k m (I) and therefore к м { 1 ) is a regular left 
(right or two-sided, respectively) ideal of Am-
Let now ci, C2 G ( J )  and A G C. Then we can find 61, 62 G J  such that 
^m (q) =- bi for г G {1 ,2 }. Since J  is a left (right or two-sided, respectively) 
ideal in Am , then пм(с,i -f C2) =  by +  62 G J  and km{Xc\) — Xb\ G J .  
Therefore ci +  C2,XC\ G If a G A and d =  % ( a )  G Am,  then
i) =  (/61 G J  or aci G (similarily, c\a G ^ ^ ( J ) ) .  It is easy to
see that km[ ( J )  is closed in A (because J  is closed). If v is the right (left 
or two-sided, respectively) regular unit for J, then every v' G K\f{v) is a 
right (left or two-sided, respectively) regular unit for Thus
is a closed regular left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal of A.
If nM(I) С W  for a left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal W  of 
A m , then
I  C K-J(K M ( I) )  C K-J(W ).
Since W  is a left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal of A m , then (as 
above) k Aj (W ) is also a left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal of A. 
We have two possibilities: k^ ( W )  =  A, which gives us a contradiction 
W — A m , or k^ ( W )  =  /, which gives us кд/(-0 =  W- Thus k m (I) is a 
maximal regular left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal of A m -
Next, we show that « м ( 0  is closed. If cla m(k m (I)) Ф Am , then 
clam(k m (I)) is also a left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal in Am , 
by Lemma 1.6. Hence км {1) =  clАм(км {1))- If clлм (к м (0 )  =  А м , then 
к м (и) G clam {km {I))-  It means that there is a family {m \)XeA G I  such 
that a))a€ä converges to km {u). Let O' be an arbitrary neighbour­
hood of zero in A. Then О =  к м {0 ')  is a neighbourhood of zero in Am ■ 
We can find an index /1 G Л such that % (m ^ -w ) G О for each A > /i. Now 
км (1(М )) =  0Лм С km (I) implies I (M )  С k J } (k m (I))  =  I- If A0 > //, 
then
mAo -  u 6 k - J ( k m ( 0 ’)) =  I (M )  +  О' С / + O'
and therefore
U = (u — 17l\0) +  Tfl\0 G / +  O' +  I  С / +  O'.
Hence
и G P|{/ +  O' : O' is a neighbourhood of zero in A } — clam (Л — I
A6i =  Xk m (cii) =  k m (Xü i ) G k m (I)
and
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(see [43], p. 13). In this case I  =  A, which is not possible. Consequently, 
km  [I) is a closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided, respectively) 
ideal of А м •
If now С H  for a left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal H
of A, then
J  С кд/(кд/ (^)) к м (Н )-
Again, as above, we see that k m (H ) is a left (right or two-sided, respec­
tively) ideal of Am- Therefore we have two possibilities: k m (H ) =  Am  or 
nM(H ) =  J .  In the first case there is an element h E H  such that
KM ( h)  = v  =  k m (v ')
(here v and v' are the same as above), because of what
h - v  E км1 (вАм) С k~m(J)-
Since v1 is a right (left or two-sided, respectively) regular unit for km ( )^> 
then a — av' E k~^(J) С H  (a — v'a E n ^ ( J )  С Я , respectively) for each 
a £  A. As v' — h — (h — v') £  # ,  then av' £ H  (v'a E H , respectively) for 
each a E A. Thus a =  av1 — (a — av') E H  (a =  v'a — (a — v'a) E H , respec­
tively) for every a £  A implies H  — A, which is a contradiction. Therefore 
km (H ) =  J  and from k-m (J) =  k ^ (k m (H ))  D H  follows k ^ ( J )  =  H . 
Hence K~j^(J) is a closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided, respec­
tively) ideal of A, which proves the Lemma.
For each M b  x с E me(ß  x C), let
P — Pmb x c : ^  x С —>• (A x  C )/I (M B x c)
be a canonical homomorphism and ц : A —»• A x {0 } again a topological 
isomorphism, defined by p(a) — (a,0) for every a E A.
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a topological algebra over C, which satisfies 
(at least) one of the conditions a) - c) of Theorem 2.17, В  a closed subalge­
bra of Z (A ) and I  a closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided) ideal 
of A. If
a) A is a unital algebra and В  has the same unit
b) 1(B ) =  A, 
then
1 ) I  =  K ^ ( J M) =  {a  E A : a \ M )  E J m } for an ideal M  E m e(B )  
and a closed maximal regular leß (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal 
Jm  of A m ;
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2) there exists a bijection
Ak : ( J  {M } x m k(A M) — У m k(A ),
MG m e(B)
where к ~  I, к =  r  or к =  t.
Proof. 1) Let I  be a closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided) 
ideal in A. By Proposition 3.1 for unital case and by Corollary 3.3 for 
nonunital case, M  ~  I  Г\ В  £ m e(B ). Let Jm  - k m {I )• By Lemma 
3.5, Jm  is a closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided, respectively) 
ideal of Am and I  С k~^(Jm ), where k ^ (Jm )  is a closed maximal regular 
left (right or two-sided, respectively) ideal of A. Since I  is also a maximal 
regular left (right or two-sided) ideal in A , then I  =  k,~^( J m ), which proves 
the part 1 ).
2) Let Ak be a map, defined by
Л&((М”, J m )) =  к M { J m )
for each M E rrie(B ) and J m  £ гпк(Ам)- Then Ak maps every pair (M, J m ) 
into m k(A ), by Lemma 3.5, and for each I  £ m k(A) there exists a pair 
(M, J m ) such that Ak((M , J m )) — I , by the statement 1 ) of Theorem 3.6. 
Hence A* is an onto map.
Now we will show that Ak is one-to-one. For it, let
I  ~  KMi (J Ml ) =  K'M2 ( )  
for some M i, £ m e(B ). Then I  £ m k(A), by Lemma 3.5, and 
Ib  =  I  П В  £ m e(B ) С m(I?), 
by Proposition 3.1 (and Corollary 3.3). Since
k m (I {M ))  =  Qa m £  J m
for each M  £ m e(B ), then
M l С  I ( M i )  С  =  /
and
М2 С I (M 2) С =  I-
Hence M i, М2 С Ib- As Mi and M 2 are maximal left (right or two-sided, 
respectively) ideals of В , then Mi =  M 2 =  I в and
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Jm x — ^M\ {JM i) )  —  к Мг (^ М г (^М?)) — Jm 2'
Therefore from Ajt((Mi, J mx )) =  ^ k((M 2: J m2)) follows that
(M u Jm i) -  {М 2, Jm 2)-
Hence Л/j is an one-to-one map. Consequently, A^  is a bijection.
R em a rk  A. The condition 1(B ) =  A is automatically fulfilled in case 
m (B ) Ф m e(B ). The case 1(B ) ф A remains open and should be studied 
separately.
R em ark  B . Note that Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.6 will remain true 
also in case of locally m-pseudoconvex algebras, of locally convex Wael­
broeck Hausdorff algebras, of locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck algebras, 
for which all elements are bounded or m (A ) ф 0, and of Gelfand-Mazur 
algebras, for which m (A ) Ф 0.
P ro p o sitio n  3 .7 . Let A be a topological algebra over C, for which (at 
least) one of the conditions a) - c) of Theorem 2.17 holds. Let В  be a closed 
subalgebra of Z (A ). Suppose that there exists a closed maximal regular left 
(right) ideal in A and that either condition a) or condition b) of Theorem  
3.6 holds. Then
radA — Г К к м  (radAjvf) '• M  E m e(B )} .
P ro o f. Suppose that
x  6  n w  (rad^M) : M  6 m e\ B )}
and I  is an arbitrary closed maximal regular left (right) ideal of A. By 
Theorem 3.6, we can find M  E m e(B ) and a closed maximal regular left 
(right, respectively) ideal J  of Am such that I  =  k~^(J). Since
km (x ) ^ rad^M С  J ,
then x  E / for any closed maximal regular left (right, respectively) ideal I  
of A. Therefore x  E radA and thus
radA Э  n W t r a d A  ) : M  E m e(B )} .
Suppose that у E radA and M  E m e(B ). If J  is an arbitrary closed 
maximal regular left (right) ideal of Am, then k ,jJ (J )  is a closed maximal 
regular left (right, respectively) ideal of A, by Lemma 3.5, and км (у) £  J
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for every closed maximal regular left (right, respectively) ideal J  of A m - 
Therefore км {у) £  тзЛАм, if M  £ m e(B ), so that
radA С О м 1 (radA m ) ■ M  £ m e(B )}, 
which completes the proof.
3.3. The case when all closed maximal ideals 
of the center are extendible
In order to find the conditions for a topological algebra A in which 
m (A ) =  me(A), we need the following results.
Proposition 3.8. Let10 A be a simplicial topological algebra over С 
and I  a closed regular two-sided ideal of A. If
с1л( \ J м )  с  U m , (3)
MG m t{A) ' M e  Mt(A) 
then the hull h (I) of I  is compact in the hull-kernel topology.
Proof. The set h (I) Ф 0, because A is a simplicial (with respect to 
two-sided ideals) topological algebra. Let (F\)дед be an arbitrary set of 
nonempty closed subsets of h (I), intersection of which is empty. Then
j  =  £ > № 0
лед
is the smallest two-sided ideal of A, which contains each of ideals k(F\). It 
means that every j  £ J  is representable as a sum of elements a\ £  k(F\) 
with A £ A, where only finite number of elements a\ are different from 
9a- Since F\ С  h (I)  for each A £ A, then I  С  k (h (I))  С  k(F\) С  J ,  
because of which J  is a regular two-sided ideal of A. Suppose that 
cla {J )  Ф A. Then c\a{J) is a closed regular two-sided ideal of A and 
I  С сЦ(,/). Therefore there exists an ideal M  £ h (I)  such that 
c\a{J) С M , because A is a simplicial (with respect to two-sided ide­
als) topological algebra. Since k(F\) С  с\a(J) С M  for all A £ A, then 
M  £ h(k(F\)) for all A £ A. The closedness of every F\ in the hull-kernel 
topology means that h(k(F\)) =  F\ for all A £ A. Therefore
M  6  f l  F X =  0,
Аел
10For Banach algebras this result has been proved in [21], p. 373-374, and in [42], p. 
23. The condition (3) holds, if A is a Q-algebra.
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which is impossible. Hence cl^ (J) =  A.
Let now и be a regular unit for I  in A , let a be any element of A  and
О an arbitrary neighbourhood of zero in A. Then we can find another 
neighbourhood 0\ of zero in A such that 0\a  С  О. Since c l^ (J) =  A , 
then (u +  Oi) П J  ф 0 and we can find n  G N, o\ G Oi, Ai, Л2, A„ G A 
and for every v G { Ai, A2, ..., An} an element ev G k(Fl/) such that 
и +  oi =  e\x +  e\2 +  ... + e\n. As every k(F\t) is a two-sided ideal of 
A and I  С k{F\) for all A G A, then
n
a +  o\a — (a — ua) +  [u +  o\)a G
i—1
for each a G A. Suppose now that
П
X €  S
for every nonempty subset S  С  A. Then
n
П  /  0
1=1
and there exists an ideal M o  G h (I) such that
n
m0 e pi f Xi.
г= 1
Since M o  G F\{ =  for each i G { l , . . . ,n } ,  then k(Fxx) С  Mo for
each i G { 1 , n} .  Therefore a +  01a G Mo. Thus
(a +  О) П (  J  М ) ф 0
Л/G mt(,4)
for each о G Л and each neighbourhood О of zero in A. Hence
but it is impossible. Thus there is a finite subset So G A such that
П
a e  s 0
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is empty. It means that h (I)  is a compact subset of mt(A) in the hull-kernel 
topology.
Corollary 3.9. If A is a unital simplicial (with respect to two-sided 
ideals) Hausdorff algebra over С and the condition (3) of Proposition 3.8 
holds, then m t(A) is compact in the hull-kernel topology.
Proof. Since A is a unital simplicial (with respect to two- 
sided ideals) Hausdorff algebra, then {9 a }  is a closed two-sided ideal of A 
and /i({6U}) =  nit(A). Hence nit(A) is compact in the hull-kernel topology, 
by Proposition 3.8.
Theorem 3.10. Let11 A be a unital strongly topologically semisimple 
simplicial Hausdorff algebra over С , В  a closed subalgebra of Z (A ) with 
the same unit ед and m (B ) a Hausdorff space in the hull-kernel topology. 
If the condition (3) of Proposition 3.8 holds and A satisfies one of the 
conditions a) - c) of Theorem 2.17, then for every M  G m (B ) there exists 
I  G т к{А) (here к =  I, к =  r or к — t) such that M  — I  П В  and therefore 
rne(B ) =  m (B ).
Proof. It is known, by Proposition 3.1, that I  Г) В  G rn(B ) for each 
I  G mfc(yl). Let T  : mk{A) -> m (B )  be a map, defined by T ( I ) =  I  Г) В  for 
each I  G rrik{A). Let S  be any closed subset of rn(B ) and
E s =  T ~ \ S ) =  {/ €  m k(A) : T (I )  6  S } .
If Mo G h (k (E s )) , then
k(S) С П ( ' П В )  =  * ( Я 5 ) П В С М 0 П В.
/е Es
Therefore M q П В  G h (k (S ) )  =  S  and M q G E s ■ Since always 
E s  С h (k (E s))i then E s  — h (k (E s )) which means that E s  is closed 
in the hull-kernel topology. Thus T  is a continuous map from m k(A) 
into m (B ). The set mt(A) is compact in the hull-kernel topology, by 
Corollary 3.9. Now T (m t(A )) is a closed subset of m (B ), because m (B )  is a 
Hausdorff space in the hull-kernel topology. As A is strongly topologically 
semisimple, then
k (T (m t( A ) ) ) =  P ) ( / n ß )  =  (fc(m(( 4 ) ) ) n ß  =  {0/1},
/€ rnt(A)
because of which T (m t{A)) =  h (k (T (m t{A )))) =  m (B ). It means that 
T  is an onto map. Therefore for every M  G m (B )  we can find an ideal
11A similar result for Banach algebras has been proved in [42], p. 85-86 and for spectral 
algebras in [41], Theorem 7.2.17.
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Im  £ i7it(i4) such that Im  H ß  ~  M . Since every closed maximal two-sided 
ideal is also closed left (right) ideal of A and A is simplicial, then there exists 
J  E  m k(A) such that 1м  С  J .  Now M  =  I m ^ B c J C \ B  and ед & J- 
Thus J  П В  ф В . Since M  E m (B ), then we have M  =  J  Г\ В  С  тпе(В )  for 
J  E m k(A), by Proposition 3.1. Hence m e(B ) =  m (B ), in the present case.
From Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.10 follows the next result.
T h eorem  3 .11 . Let A be a unital strongly topologically semisimple 
simplicial (with respect to two-sided ideals) Hausdorff algebra over С , В  a 
closed subalgebra of Z (A ) with the same unit and m (B ) a Hausdorff space 
in the hull-kernel topology. If the condition (3) of Proposition 3.8 holds and 
A satisfies one of the conditions a) - c) of Theorem  2.17, then there exists 
a bijection
Ak : | J {M } x m k(A M) — > rnk(A),
M e m ( B )  
where к — I, к — r  or к — t.
Rem ark:. Note that Theorems 3.10 and 3.11 will remain true also in 
the cases of locally m-pseudoconvex algebras, of locally convex Waelbroeck 
algebras, of locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck algebras, for which all ele­
ments are bounded or m (A ) ф 0, and of Gelfand-Mazur algebras, for which 
rn(A) Ф 0.
3 .4 . Section al rep resen tations
Let A be a unital topological algebra over С and В  a subalgebra of 
Z (A ). Suppose that m e(B ) Ф 0.
For every M  E  m e(B ), let Am — A//(M), km : A —> Am  be the 
canonical homomorphism, a E A, a~(M ) =  к м {а) f°r each M  E m e(B ) 
and
Д = [ J  A m -
мете(в)
Then a~ maps m e(B ) into A.
Let now 7Г : Д —> m e(B ) be such mapping, which assigns to every d E  A 
the ideal M  E  rne(B ), for which d E Am, i-e., d =  nM{a) for some a E A. 
It is easy to see that 7r is well defined. Indeed, if d E А м х П A m 2 f°r some 
M i,М2 E  m e(B ), then d =  ka/i(«i) (i-e., ir(d) =  M\) and d — пм 2{а2) 
(i.e., 7Г(d) = М2) for some elements a\,a2 E A. Consequently,
a\ + /(Mi) = a2 + /(М2).
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Since a\ — a\ +  9 a G a\ 4-/(Mi) =  0,2 + 1 {М 2), then we can find an element 
c?2 G /(М2) such that a\ — 02 +  d2 or a\ — 0,2 =  d2 €  /(М2).
Let now ci G /(Mi) be an arbitrary element. Then
ai +  ci G ai  4- /(Mi) =  a2 +  I  ( М 2)
and we can find C2 G I (М 2) such that ai +  ci =  02 + C2 . Since 
ai -  a 2 G / ( М 2 ) and c2 G / ( М 2 ), then ci =  c2 -  (ai -  0 2 ) G / ( M 2). 
Thus / ( M i )  С / ( М 2 ). Analogously, we get that / ( М 2 ) С / ( M i ) .  Hence 
/ ( M i )  =  / ( М 2 ), because of which
Mi =  / ( M i )  П 5  =  / ( M 2) П Z? =  M 2.
It means that 7r is well defined and Ajvjj П Лд/2 ф 0 if and only if Mi =  M 2.
We endowe the set rne(B)  with the Gelfand topology r , a subbase of 
neighbourhoods of M q G m e(B)  of which consists of sets
O(M q) =  { M  G m e(B )  : |(^M ~  W 0)W I  <  eb
where e > 0 and b G /? vary, while (рм denotes a nontrivial homomorphism 
Z? -» С such that кег(/?д/ =  M. On the algebra Am  we consider the quotient 
topology tm  and on A the topology
тд =  {я-“ 1( ( 7 ) : ( 7 е г } .
Then Am  is a topological algebra, 7г[еГ(М)] =  M  for each M  G m e(B ),  
(Д ,7г, me(5 ))  is a fiber bundle (because 7r is a continuous open map from 
Д onto m e( B )) and a 'G  Г (7г) for each a G A.
Next, we define a map T  : A -> Г (7г) such that T(o) — a" for each 
a G A. It is easy to see that T  is a homomorphism and thus continuous if 
and only if it is continuous at 9a- Let О be an arbitrary neighbourhood of 





where U0 ,.(9a) ~  {/ G Г (7г) : f ( M k) G Ofc}. If we take
n
Од = Pi Кмк(Ок),
к—I
then О a is a neighbourhood of zero in A. Let ao £ О a- Since 
ао(Мк) =  кмк(ао) С кМк( к щ ( О к)) =  Ok
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for every к , then
n
T (a0) = a0' 6  f| {/  € Г(тг) : f ( M k) e O k} c O  
k=l
for each ao G О a - Consequently, T (Од) С О implies that T  is continuous 
at в a - Therefore T  is a continuous map and hence a sectional representation 
of A.
Proposition 3.12. Let A be a topologically semisimple algebra which 
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.7. Then the map T  is one-to-one.
Proof. Since A is topologically semisimple, then its topological radical 
rad A =  { O a } • Hence from
ker T  =  p|{ k^ { 0m ) : M  G m e(B )}  С
(= П ( km (racL4M) : M  € m e(B )} =  r&dA =  {в a ) 
one obtains that T  is one-to-one.
Theorem 3.13. Let A be a topologically semisimple algebra over С 
with unit, having at least one closed maximal left {right) ideal. If one of the 
following statements is true
a) A is a locally A-pseudoconvex algebra;
b) A is a locally pseudoconvex Frechet algebra;
c) A is an exponentially galbed algebra with bounded elements, 
then A can be considered as a subalgebra of the section algebra Г (7г).
Proof. Since T  is an one-to-one representation of A in Г(тг), then we 
can consider A as a subalgebra of Г (7г).
R em ark . Note that Proposition 3.12 and Theorem 3.13 will remain 
true also in case of locally m -pseudoconvex algebras, of locally convex Wael­
broeck Hausdorff algebras, of locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck algebras, 
for which all elements are bounded or m (A ) ф 0, and of Gelfand-Mazur 
algebras, for which m {A ) Ф 0 .
3.5. Module representations
In the following, we try to describe representations of Gelfand-Mazur 
algebra, using techniques of module-algebras.
Let С  be a topological algebra over К and A a topological C-algebra, 
which has the В -extension property (here В  is the subalgebra of Z (A )).
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Then every ф G hom В  defines a ^ G  home (A, C ) such that
n n
Уф(^2 скЬк) =  j x w
*:=i it=i
for each 7г G N, ci, ...,cn G C and £>i, . . . , 6 n G Let a(</>) =  ^ф(а) for each 
a G A and ф G ЬоггШ. Then a is a map from horni? into C. Next we show 
that a is a continuous map, if the set : ф G hom/?} is equicontinuous.
Let a G А, фо G homi? and О с  be any neighbourhood of zero in С . 
Then there is a neighbourhood 0'c  of zero in С  such that
O'c +  0'c  +  0'c  С Ос-
Since : ф G hom B} is equicontinuous, then there exists a balanced 
neighbourhood О a of zero of A such that ФДОд) С 0'c  for each 
ф G hoini?. As С  <g) В  is dense in A, then
(а +  0 А) П ( С ® В )
Therefore there exists n  G N, c i , ..., cn G С  and b\,..., bn G В  such that
n
^2 Ckbk B  +  0 A- 
k= 1
But then n
{^ 2 °kbk) -  a e O A. 
k—l
Now there exists a neighbourhood 0"c  of zero of С  such that
O'c +  • • • +  0"c  С  0'c .
4---------v--------- '
П
Every к G { 1 , . . . ,  n }  defines a number >  0 such that ckO€k С О", (here 
Oek =  {A GC : I A|< efc}). Let e =  min {e i, . . .  ,en}. Then
О(фо) bn, c}
=  {0  G liomi? : (ф — фо)(Ьк) <  e for each к G { 1 , . . . ,  n } }  
is a neighbourhood of </>o in hom£?. If ф G O(0o; b i , . . . , b n, e}, then
оЗД -  а1(0о) =  Уф{а) -  Ф^0(а) =
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n n  n
= Уф(а -  + Y^ck(<f> -  Фо)(Ък) + Уф0('52скЬк -  а) с  
Jfc=l к- 1 fc=l
С Я/ф(Оа) +c\Oei + . .  .4-сп0 6п +  Ф0о(Од) С (Ус -\г{Оп<2 +  . . .  +  О^) + 0(7 С
Ч» >
п
С 0^7 +  0(7 4- 0^7 С Ос-
We have shown that for each a G А, фо G homZ? and any neighbourhood 
O c  of zero of С  there exists a neighbourhood О(фо; b\,. . . ,  6„, e} of </>0 in 
homl? such that from ф G 0(</>o; &i,. . . , 6„, e} follows of(</>) — а1(</>о) С Oc- 
Hence a is a continuous map and thus a G C^homZ?, С ) for each a G A.
Let now A  : A —»• C^homB, (7) be a map defined by А(а) =  a for all 
a G A and let a be any cover of homJ9. We endow С (\ю т В ,С ) with the 
topology, a subbase В of neighbourhoods of zero in which is
{T(S\ O) : S  G er, О is a neighbourhood of zero in С },
where T ( S , 0 ) =  {/ G C^homB, C ) : f ( S ) С О }. Next, we show that 
A is a continuous map, if the set {Ф^ : ф G homB} is equicontinuous. 
Let O c  be a neighbourhood of zero in C(homB, C ). Then there exist 
n G N, S \, . . . ,  Sn G о and neighbourhoods 0 \, . . . ,  On of С  such that
n
f ] T ( S k,Ok) c O c .
k—l
Since {Ф^ : ф G homB} is equicontinuous, then for every к G { l , . . . , n }  
there exists a neighbourhood Uk of zero in A such that Ф</>(£/*;) С Ok for 
every ф G homB. Let
n
и = П Uk. 
k = l
Then U is a neighbourhood of zero in A and Фф(11) С Ok for every 
ф G homB and к G { 1 , . . . ,  n }.
Let now к G { 1 , . . . ,  n }, a G U and ф G S k. Then
(А{а))(ф) =  а\ф) =  Фф{а) G Ок.
Thus n
A(V) C f|  T(Sk,Ok) С Ос 
к=1
which means that A  is continuous. It is easy to show that A is a homo­
morphism. Thus A is a module representation of A in C^homJ?, C;  a).
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Herewith,
kerA =  {a E A : ai(ф) =  9 c  for each ф E horn B }  =
— {a  E A  : Ф</,(а) =  for each ф E hom ß }  =  P| кегФ ,^.
ф 6 homß
Now we consider the case, when A is a topological (7-algebra with 
the ß-extension property, but for each b E ß , the map 6~, defined by 
6~(0) =  ф(Ь) for each ф E homß, vanishes at infinity (i.e., for each e > 0 
there is a compact subset Кь of homß such that Ь~(ф) <  e, whenever 
ф E homß \ Кь). Suppose that homß is not compact and the set 
: ф E hom ß} is equicontinuous. Next, we show that every a vanishes 
at infinity (i.e., for every neighbourhood О of zero in С  there is a compact 
subset К о  in homß such that (£{ф) E O, whenever ф E homß \ К о ). For 
it, let O c be a neighbourhood of zero of C . Then there is a neighbourhood 
0'c  of zero of С such that 0'c  +  0'c  С О с ■ Similarity, as above, we can 
find a balanced neigbourhood Од, a number n  E N, a neighbourhood Onc , 
elements ci, ...,cn E (7, b\,...,bn E ß  and numbers e\,. . . ,  б* > 0 such that 
ФДОд) С 0'c  for each ф E homß,
Tl
( J 2 ckl>k) -  a E Од, 
k= 1
0 'i +  - ..  +  0 £ c 0 'c   ^ - > 
n
and CfcOe/. С O .^ for each k E { 1 , . . . ,  n }.  Since every bl vanishes at infinity, 
then every k E { l , . . . , n }  defines a compact set Kk С homß such that 
Ф(1>к) — Ьк{ф) С Ofk for each ф E homB\Kk. Let
n
К = (J Kk.
k= 1
Then К  is compact subset of homß and homß is not compact. Thus 
К  ф homß. Let now ф E homB \ K .  Then ф E homB\Kk  for each 
к E { 1 , . . . ,  n }. Therefore
n n
а\ф) =  Фф(а) =  -  aj  +  ^ ф ( ^ 2 Скbk) c
l Jt=i
n
С Фф(Оа) + ^СкФ(Ък) С
/с=1
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С О с  +  ciO Cl +  . . .  + CnOCn С Oq +  (Oe -f . . .  +  0 q ) c  Op + О с  С Ос-
v---------- ----------- '
П
Thus a1(</>) С О с, if 0 € h o m i^ X , which means that a G Oo(homi?, O).
In this particular case, A  is a representation of A in Co(hom B, A) (on 
Co (horn/?, A) is considered the topology, whose base of neighbourhoods of 
zero consists of sets T(hom J9,0 ), where О is a neighbourhood of zero in С ).
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Chapter IV
Description of ideals in the algebra 
C(X, A; cr) and its subalgebras
4.1 . P ro p erties  o f th e  a lgebra  C (X , A; a)
Let A be a topological algebra, X  a topological space and о  a cover of X . 
We will find conditions for A , X  and cr, for which C (X , A; cr) is a locally 
pseudoconvex algebra, a locally m-pseudoconvex algebra, a Waelbroeck 
algebra or an exponentially galbed algebra.
P ro p o sitio n  4 .1 . Let X  be a topological space, a its cover and A a 
locally pseudoconvex algebra (locally m-pseudoconvex algebra) with jointly 
continuous multiplication. Then C (X ,A ;a )  is also a locally pseudoconvex 
(locally m,-pseudoconvex, respectively) algebra.
P ro o f. Let X  be a topological space, cr its cover and A a locally 
pseudoconvex (locally m-pseudoconvex) algebra with jointly continuous 
multiplication. Then A has a base
В a =  {U x : A G A}
of neighbourhoods of zero, consisting of balanced pseudoconvex (balanced 
pseudoconvex and idempotent, respectively) sets. Let О be a neighbour­
hood of zero in C (X ,A ;a ) .  Then there exist n  E N, S \ ,...,S n €  cr and 
neighbourhoods O i , ..., On of zero of A such that
n
f ) T ( S k,Ok) c O .
k= 1
For every к there exists a neighbourhood U\k £ В a such that U\k С Ok- It 
is easy to see that
n
{  P I T (S k, UXt) : n e N , S k e  a, UXk 6  BA\ 
k= 1
is such a base of neighbourhoods of zero of C (X , Л ;а ), which consists of 
balanced pseudoconvex (and idempotent, if A is locally m-pseudoconvex) 
sets. Thus C (X ,A ;cr)  is a locally pseudoconvex (locally m-pseudoconvex, 
respectively) algebra.
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P rop osition  4 .2 . Let X  be a topological space, о its cover and A a 
Waelbroeck algebra with jointly continuous multiplication. If X  £  a , then 
C (X , A; a) is also a Waelbroeck algebra.
P roof. First, 12 we will show that
QinvC(X, A ; a) =  C (X , QinvA; a). (4)
For it, let / £  Qinv(7(X, A; cr). Then there exists an element g £  C (X , A; a) 
such that / -f g -  f g  =  0C(X,A-,a) °r /0*0 +  00*0 ~ f (x )g (x )  =  6A for 
each x £  X . Thus f ( x )  £  QinvA for each x £  X  which means that 
/ £ C (X , QinvA; <j). Therefore Qinv(7(X, A; cr) С C (X , QinvA; cr). Let 
now / £ C (X , QinvA; cr). Then from f ( x )  £  QinvA for each x £  X  follows 
that f ( x ) ~ l exists in A for each x £  X . Let p\ denote the quasi-inversion 
in A and h = p\ о /. Since A is a Waelbroeck algebra, then pqA is a 
homeomorphism from QinvA onto QinvA. Hence h is a continuous map 
on X  and cl/i(^(5)) =  с\A{pqA{ f {S ) ) )  =  рд(сЦ(/(5'))) is compact in A for 
each S  £  o. Thus h £  C (X ,A ;a )  is a quasi-inverse of /. Consequently, 
/ £  Qinv<7(X, A; a). Therefore condition (4) is true.
Now from X  £ a  follows that C (X ,QinvA; cr) =  T(X,QinvA) is an open 
subset of C(vY, A;cr). Hence C (X , A;cr) is a Q-algebra. To show that the 
quasi-inversion is continuous in C (X , A;<r), it is sufficient (see Lemma 1.9) 
to show that the quasi-inversion is continuous at f  =  9. For it, let 0 (9 )  be a 
neighbourhood of 9 in QinvC(X, A; cr). Then 0 (9 )  =  U (#)nQinv(7(X, A; a) 
for some neighbourhood U (9) of 9 in C (X , A; cr) and there exist n £  N, 
S i , ..., S n £ о and neighbourhoods O i , ..., On of zero in A such that
n
P | T (S b O *)C (7 (0 ). 
к— 1
Since pqA is a homeomorphism from QinvA onto QinvA, then
Uk =  (рчАГ \ О к П QinvA)
is a neighbourhood of 9A in QinvA. Therefore every Uk — V^DQinvA for 
some neighbourhood Vk of zero in A. Let now
n
W =  ( Q T ( S b V * ) ) n Q m v C ( * , A ; < 7 ) .  
fc = l
12The Proof of Proposition 4.2 in unital case is similar, using Lemma 1.8 instead of 
Lemma 1.9, because a unital topological algebra is a Waelbroeck algebra if and only if 
InvA is open in A and the inversion is continuous in A (see, e.g., [21], Propositions 3.6.5 
and 3.6.10).
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Then VF is a neighbourhood of 9 in QinvO(X, А; сг). If /  E W,  then from
k=i
or f ~ l E 0 (0 ), whenever / E W. Consequently, the quasi-inversion in 
C (X , A; a) is continuous and C (X , A; a) is a Waelbroeck algebra.
Proposition 4.3. Let X  be a topological space, о its cover and A an 
exponentially galbed algebra with jointly continuous multiplication. Then  
C (X ,A ;a )  is an exponentially galbed algebra.
Proof. Let О be any neighbourhood of zero in C (X , A; a ). Similarily, 
as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we have
for some n E N, 5 j , ..., Sn E о and neighbourhoods O i , ..., On of zero in A. 
Since A is exponentially galbed, then we can find for every Ok a neighbour­
hood Uk of zero in A such that
fc=i
Then U is a neighbourhood of zero in C (X , A] a) and f ( x ) E Uk for each 
/  E U and x  E S k- Therefore
n
/  6 PI T(sk, 14)
k= 1
follows that f{S k )  E Vk for each к E { l , . . . ,n } .  Therefore
f { x )  E Vk П QinvA =  Uk,
by (4), and
fq 1W  =  Р а (К х )) e  Р л(и к) С Ojt П QinvA
for each к E {1 ,..., n} and x  E Sk• Hence
n
/-> 6  p i T(Sk,O k)
n
Pi T(Sk,Oic) С о
m
1=0
for each rn E N. Let n
u= Pi T(Sh, Uk).
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for each m E N, к E {1, x £  S k and /0, f m E U. Thus
m ,  n
{ E  I  : Л- /m 6 С^ } с  f| T(Sb О*) С О 
/=0 1
which means that C (X , A; cr) is an exponentially galbed algebra.
To describe all closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided) ideals of 
C (X , A -a) and its subalgebras, we need the following results.
Lemma 4.4. Let X  be a completely regular Hausdorff space and a a 
compact cover13 of X , which is closed with respect to finite unions. Then 
every ф E hom<7(X, K; a) defines an element Хф E X  such that ф — фХф, 
where фХф(а) — а(хф) for each a  E (7(X, K; a).
Proof. See [10], the proof of Theorem 2 v) in case of a compact cover.
Lemma 4.5. Let A be a topological Hausdorff algebra and a E Л\{#л}. 
Then va : К —> A, defined by isa( A) — A a for each A e  K, is a homeomor- 
phism.
Proof. It is clear that is a continuous bijection. To show the 
continuity of i/“ 1, let О be a neighbourhood of zero in K. Then there exists 
€ > 0 such that
Of =  { A E К : J А) ^ с} С О.
If Aq E 0 e\{0}, then Xqü ф в д. Since A is a Hausdorff space, then there 
exists a neighbourhood О a of 9A such that Aoa ^ О a- Let Va be a balanced 
neighbourhood of zero in A such that Va С О  a- Now O' =  Va П (Ka) is a 
neighbourhood of zero in Ka. If Aa E VA and |Ao| ^ |A|, then | Ao A- 11 ^ 1 
and Aoa — (AoA_1)Aa С Va, which is a contradiction. Therefore from 
Aa E O' follows A E Oe С  О which means that г/“ 1 is continuous. 
Consequently, va is a homeomorphism.
4.2. Description of ideals in subalgebras of C (X , A; a)
Let Щ Х , Л; a) be a subalgebra of C (X , A ; a ), endowed with the subset 
topology.
Lemma 4.6. Let X  be a topological space, о its cover and A a topologi­
cal algebra with jointly continuous multiplication. If
{ f ( x ) : f e K ( X , A ; a ) }  =  A
13I.e., every S  (E a  is a compact subset of X.
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Z(<Z{X, A; a )) =  Щ Х , А- а) П C (X , Z (A ); a).
Proof. Since Щ Х , A\а) С C (X , Л; a ), then
Z (K (X ,A -,(j)) D Z (C (X , Л ;а ))  =
=  C(X, Z(A); er) D 5 t(X ; Л; а )  П C ( X ,  Z(A); a).
Next, we show that C (X , Z (A ); a) D Z (2l(X , A; a )). For it, let x  G X  and 
g G Z(2l(X , A; a )). Every a G A defines a function f a G Щ Х , A; o) such 
that f a(x) =  a. Since g f a =  f ag for each a G A, then (g fa)(x )  =  (f ag )(x ) 
or g(x)a  — ag(x) for each a G A. Thus g (x ) G Z (A ) and g G C (X , Z (A ); a), 
which implies that C (X , Z (A ); a) D Z($L(X, A; a )). Hence
Z (K (X , А; а)) С Щ Х, А; а) П C (X , Z (A ); o)
and our proof is complete.
Lem m a 4 .7 . Let X  be a topological space, <j  its cover and A a 
topological algebra with jointly continuous multiplication. If
{ f a  '■ a  €  A, f a { x )  = a f o r  each x  £  X }  С  %{Х, Л; er), (5)
then
м  =  M X,J =  {/ G Щ Х , A; a) : f ( x )  G J }
is a closed maximal regular leß ( right or two-sided) ideal of Щ Х , A; cr) 
for each x  G X  and a closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided, 
respectively) ideal J  of A.
Proof. Let x  G X , J  G тщ(А) (J  G m r (A) or J  G m t(A)) and let и be 
a right (left or two-sided, respectively) regular unit for J .  Then it is easy 
to see that f u (here f u{x) =  и for each x  G X )  is a right (left or two-sided, 
respectively) regular unit for M Xij .  Therefore M x,j is a left (right or two- 
sided, respectively) regular ideal in Щ Х ,А ;а ).  If /о G cl 
then there is a net (/л)дел ° f  elements of Adxj ,  which converges to /q. Let 
ex : Щ Х , A, a) -» A be a homomorphism, defined by cx ( f )  =  f ( x )  for each 
/ G 21 (X,A-,ct). Since ex (T (S , О)) С  О for each neighbourhood О of zero 
in A and a set S' G cr such that x G S', then ex is continuous. Therefore 
(c x ( / a ) ) a g A  converges to ex {fo) G J ,  because J  is closed. Thus /о G M Xi,j 
which means that M x,j is a closed ideal.
Next, we show that M Xyj is maximal. For it, let I  be a left (right 
or two-sided, respectively) ideal of Щ Х , A ; a) such that M xj  С I. Then
for each x  G X , then
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€x(M x,j)  c  €X(I) and €x (M x ,j)  =  J ,  by the condition (5). If 6^(7) =  A, 
then there exists an element g £  I  such that и =  ex (g). Now
e*(/u -  g) =  fu (x ) -  ex (g) =  ÖA £  J
which means that f u — g £ M x,j С I. Hence f u =  ( f u — g) +  g £  /, which 
is not possible. Therefore ex (I) Ф A and ex (I) is a left (right or two-sided, 
respectively) ideal of A. Since J  is a maximal left (right or two-sided, 
respectively) ideal in A, then J  — ex(I). Because of it,
Thus I  — M Xjj . Consequently, M x,j is a closed maximal regular left (right 
or two-sided, respectively) ideal of Щ Х , A; a).
Next, we will consider only two classes of topological algebras A over C:
I) A has a unit eA\
II) A has no unit but there exists a nonzero idempotent iA £  Z (A ).
Let X  be a topological space, a its cover and A a topological algebra 
over C. For each a £  C (X , C) and a £ A, let aa  be a map, defined by 
(cm)(a;) =  a (x )a  for all x £ X ,
a a(X ,C ;<г) =  {a  £  C (X ,  C) : aa  £  21 (X ,A ;cr)}
and Щ Х , С; a) =  %eA (X , C; <r), if A is a unital algebra.
Lem m a 4 .8 . Let X  be a topological space, о its cover, closed with 
respect to finite unions, A a topological algebra over С, a £  А\{0д} and 
a =  2ta(X , C; d)a. Then the map p a, defined by /ia(«) =  &a for each 
a  £  5ta(X , C;cr), is a topological isomorphism between 2la(X ,C ; cr) and 2ta.
Proof. It is clear that ß a is a bijection between the sets 2ta(X , C; a) 
and 2la. Next, we show that both ц а and 1 axe continuous maps. For 
it, let О be a neighbourhood of zero in 2la. Then О — O' П 2la, where 
O' is a neighbourhood of zero in %(X ,A ;a ) .  Now there exist S  £  cr, 
neighbourhood Oa of zero of A and neighbourhood Ос =  {Л е С :| Л | ^ б }  
of zero of С such that (T (S , Oa ) П Щ Х , A; cr)) С O' and Oea С 0 A. Since 
T (S ,O e) ГШа(Х,С;<т) is a neighbourhood of zero in 2la(X ,C ; cr) and
Ha{T[S, Ot) П ma(X , С; a)) С T (S , Oea) П a e С
С [Г(5, Оеа) n 2t(X, А; а)] П 21а С O' П -  О, 
then fiа is continuous.
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Let now О be a neighbourhood of zero in 2ta(X , C;cr). Then there 
exist S e a  and e > 0 such that {T (S , Oe) П 2ta(X , С; а)) С О. Because 
Oea — va{Of) and va is a homeomorphism, by Lemma 4.5, then Oea is a 
neighbourhood of zero in ^a(C). Hence there exists a neighbourhood О \ of 
zero in A such that Va{Oe) =  О а  П ^ (C ). Therefore O' =  T (S , О а ) П21а is 
a neighbourhood of zero in 2la and ц ~ 1 (0 ')  С T (S ,O e) fl5 trt(X , С;сг) С О 
which means that ц ~ 1 is continuous.
Theorem 4.9. Let X  be a completely regular' Hausdorff space, a a 
compact cover of X , which is closed with respect to finite unions, A a topo­
logical algebra over С with jointly continuous multiplication, iA a nonzero 
idempotent in Z (A ), Щ Х ,А ;а ) a subalgebra of C(X,A-,<j) ( with the same 
unit, if A is a unital algebra) and let the following conditions be true:
1) Either
a.) A is a locally rn-pseudoconvex Hausdorff algebra;
b ) A is a locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck Hausdorff algebra, X  G cr 
and Щ Х , A; a) is a Q-algebra with т (Щ Х , А] а )) Ф 0;
or
c) A is an exponentially galbed Hausdorff algebra and all elements of 
Щ Х , A ;ct) are bounded.
2 ) {fa  • ^ ^  A , f a(x) =  a for each x  G X }  С Щ Х , A ; cr);
3) every14 ф G hom^l^ {Х,С',сг) defines an element Хф G X  such that 
ф =  фХф, where фХф{а) =  а (х ф) for each a  G % A {X , C; a );
4) a f  G Щ Х , A ; a) for each a  G C (X , C) and f  G Щ Х , A ; a );
5) If A is a nonunital algebra, then
сЦ х ,Л ;< г ) ® ^ а {Х ,С -,о)1а ) =  Щ Х , A\a).
Then every closed maximal left (right or two-sided) ideal M. of 
Щ Х , A ; cr) is representable in the form  M. =  M .x,j fo r some x  G X  and a 
closed maximal left ( right or two-sided, respectively) ideal J  of A.
Proof. We give the proof only for left ideals (the proof for right and 
two-sided ideals is similar) and separately for both unital and nonunital
case.
I) A is a unital algebra. Let X , a  and A be as in the formulation 
of Theorem 4.9 and В  =  с\г{Щх,А;<т))(^(^?С; сг)ед). Then В  is a closed 
subalgebra of Z (% (X ,A ;cr)). The map fieA, defined by /1 ед(а) =  а ед  for
14 Here and in the sequel г л =  ел and % A ( X , C ; a )  =  Щ Х , С ; cr), if A is a unital 
algebra.
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each a  E Щ Х , C; <r), is a topological isomorphism of Щ Х , C; cr) into J9, by 
Lemma 4.8. Let r  denote the topology on ц еА(Щ Х, С; и)), induced by the 
topology of 2 (Щ Х , A; cr)). Since a is closed with respect to finite unions, 
then every element of a base of neighbourhoods of zero in ц еА(Щ Х , C;cr)) 
has the form
U =  {a e A : a  E 2l(X, C;rr), a(S)eA  С Oz(A) ПСел}
for some S  E  a and neighbourhood 0%(a) ° f  zero *n ^(A), by Lemma
4.6. Since the map A »-»• Аед is continuous (see Lemma 4.5), then there 
exists a number e E (0,1) such that Оеел С 0 Z(a) Г* Сед, where 
Oe — {A £  С : I A) < e}. It is easy to see that
{T (S , OeeA) П ß eA (Щ Х, С; a)) : S  E a, e > 0}
is a base of neighbourhoods of zero in fieA (2t(X, C; <r)) in the topology r. 
Because every T (S , 0 €ел)Пдел (Щ Х, C; a)) is an idempotent and absolutely 
convex set, then (/хеА(Щ Х ,<С ;cr)),r) is a commutative locally m-convex 
algebra over C. Hence В  is a commutative locally m-convex algebra over 
С (if p  is a homogeneous submultiplicative seminorm on ц еА(Щ Х ,С ;сг)), 
then (as in [30], Proposition 4, p. 129) its extension p' onto В  is a homogen- 
uous submultiplicative seminorm on В ). Consequently, В  is a commutative 
Gelfand-Mazur algebra, by Lemma 1.11. Therefore every M  E rri(B) de­
fines a map фм € homjB such that M  =  кетфм- Since ц еА is a topological 
isomorphism from 2t(X, C; a) into В  (by Lemma 4.8) and ß eA (Щ Х , С; er)) 
is dense in В , then фм ° ЦеА E hom2t(AT, С ; a). By the condition 3), 
there exists a unique element xq E  X  such that ф м  °  ß e A — Фх0, where 
Фх0 { а)  — а(жо) for each a  E 2l(X ,C ; cr). Now
[хеА(кетфХ0) =  ß eA(fi^A (кег^м)) =
=  кетфм П ß eA (Щ Х , С; cr)) — М П  f.ieA (Я(Х,  С; а)) .
Therefore
clB(ßeA (ker0xo)) =  clß(M  n ßeA (Я (Х , С; er))) =  M, 
by Lemma 1.10. Hence every M  defines an element x  E X  such that 
M  =  M x — clb({(xca '• & E  Щ Х , C;er), a (x )  = 0}).
For each x  E  X  let ex be the map from Щ Х , A; cr) into A, defined as in 
the proof of Lemma 4.7,
k Mx : Щ Х , A; a) -> Y  =  Щ Х, A; a ) /I (M x)
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the quotient map and 6X : Y  —> A the map, defined by 8X(kmx(/)) =  cx { f )  
for each x £  X  and / G 2l(X, Л; cr). To show that Sx is well defined, we show 
that kerex — I (M X). For it, let / G I (M X). If we define the multiplication 
over A in Щ Х ,А ;сг) by (a f)(x )  =  a f(x )  for each x  G X  and a G A, then 
M x С kerex (because ex is continuous and A is a Hausdorff space) and
n
fc=l
for each n G N, each a i , . . . , a n G Л and m i , . . . ,  mn G M x . Hence 
ex(I (M X)) =  6A or /(Mx) С kerex for all a? G AT.
Next, we show that I(M X) D  kerex for each a; G X . For it, let a:o € I  
and /G kereXo. Let 0 (/ ) be any neighbourhood of / in 2l(X, A;<r). Since 
<j is closed with respect to finite unions, then
/  +  (T(So,Oo) Г \ Щ Х , А ] о ) )  С 0 ( / )
for some So G cr and a balanced neighbourhood Oo of zero of A. Now 
there exists an open neighbourhood O' of zero such that О' С Oo- Then 
X q' =  X \ f~ l (0 ')  is closed in X  and a:o & X q>, because /(xo) G O'. 
By assumption, X  is a completely regular space. Therefore there exists 
a  G C (X ) [0,1]) С C (X , C) such that c*(a;o) =  0 and a (X o ')  =  {1}-
Let now a; G So- If £ G Xo>, then ( a f  — f ) ( x )  =  (e*(a;) — l)/ (x ) G Oo- 
If a; ^ X o ', then a; G /_ 1 (0 ')  and
(«/ -  f ) ( x ) =  («0*0 -  1)/W  € (а(ж) -  1 )0 ' С Oo,
because |a(a;) — 1| ^ 1 and Oo is a balanced set. Therefore
a f - f e T ( S o , 0 0) n * ( X ,A - ,a ) ,
by the condition 4), and thus a f  G O (f) . Since a f  = fa e \  G /(MXo), 
then I (M Xo) n O (/ ) Ф 0. Consequently, / G /(MXo), which implies that 
I (M XQ) D kereXo. Hence I (M Xo) =  kereXo. Since every M  G rn(ß) defines 
an element x e  X  such that M  =  Mx and kerex Ф Ql(X, Л;ст), by the 
condition 2), then every closed maximal ideal in В  is extendible.
It is easy to see that C (X , Л;ст) is a Hausdorff algebra, if A is a 
Hausdorff algebra. By the assumptions of Theorem 4.9 and Propositions
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we see that in the present case C (X , A; a) is a locally 
m-pseudoconvex Hausdorff algebra, a locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck 
Hausdorff algebra or an exponentially galbed Hausdorff algebra. Now 
2l(X, A ; <r), as a subalgebra of C (X , A; a ), satisfies at least one of the con­
ditions a) or c) of Theorem 2.17 or a condition of Corollary 2.19. There­
fore (see the proof of Theorem 3.6) every closed maximal left ideal Л4
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of 2l(X, A; a) has the form At =  Кмх(кмх(АЛ)) for some x  G X  and 
M x G m (B )  (because every ideal of m (B ) is extendible). Hence
M  =  { f e  2l(X , A; a) : f ( x )  G ex (M )} .
If ex (A4) — A , then there exists an element g e  M  such that ex (g) =  eA. 
Now hg G A4 for each h G 2l(X, A; cr). Therefore from
ex (h) =  h (x )eA -  (hg)(x) =  ex {hg)
follows h — hg G kerex =  I(M X) С  At, because kmx {A4) is an ideal in F , 
by Lemma 3.5. Thus /г G At, which gives us a contradiction. Hence ex (AA) 
is a left ideal in A. Let I  be a left ideal in A such that cx (A4) С I. Then
M  С e - \ e x (M ))  С e ~ \ l)  ф % X ,A -,a )
and e~l (I) is a left ideal in 2l(X, A ; cr). Since At С e~l (I)  and At is a maxi­
mal left ideal in 2l(X, A; a), then At =  е~г(I ) or ex (AA) =  /. Consequently, 
ба;(At) is a maximal left ideal in A.
Next, we prove that ex (A4) is closed. For it, let ao be an arbitrary 
element of с1д(еж(АС)). Then there exists a net (тд)дел in A4 such that 
ex {m\) converges to ao- Let p : A —>■ C (X , A; a) be а тар , defined by 
(p(a))(x) =  a for every x  G X  and a G A. Then p is continuous (because 
p is linear and p ( 0 ) С T (S , О) for each neighbourhood О of zero in A and 
S  G cr). Therefore р{ех (тп\)) converges to p(ao). Since
ex[p{cx {m\))\ =  (p(ex (rri\)))(x) =  e X(m x)
and Sx is a one-to-one map, then кмх[р(€х{т \))\ — КА/Лт л) f°r each 
A G A. Thus
p{ex(mx)) G Кмх1кмЛр(ех{т\)))] =  G At
for each A G A. Hence p(ao) G At, because the ideal Af is closed in 
2t(X, A;cr). Therefore ao =  ex [p(ao)] G ex (A4). So we have proved that 
cl/i(cx(At)) =  ex(At) which means that J  =  ex (A4) is a closed maximal 
left ideal of A. Consequently, Af =  A t^ j for some x E X  and J  G m i(A).
II) A has no unit, but there exists a nonzero idempotent
iA G Z (A ). Let X , A and cr be as in the formulation of Theorem 4.9, 
гд G Z(A), p, a map from (7(X, A;cr) into C (X , A;<r)x C, defined by 
p ( f )  — (/,0) for each / G C (X , A;cr), piA a map from 2lM(X , C;cr) into 
2 l^ (X ,C ; cr)'M? defined by PiA{a ) =  « м  for each o: G 21,; Л ( X ,С; cr), and 
В  =  с12 (й(л,Л;а)) (/*м (^>С ; ^D)’ Then ^ is а homeomorphism,
ц (В ) =  В  х {0 } С Z(2l(X, A; er)) х С =  Z(2l(X, А; а) х С)
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and В  x {0 } is a closed subalgebra of Z(2l(X , A ; a) xC ).
If M  £ m (B  x {0 }) , then ц ~ 1 (М ) £  m (B ), because /u is a topological 
isomorphism. Similarily, as in the part I), we get that /j,iA(%itA(X ,(C ;a ))  
and В  are commutative Gelfand-Mazur algebras. Hence /i_ 1 (AT) =  кетфм, 
where фм £  homß. As in the part I) (using here гд instead of ед and 
instead of Af), we see that фм ° ßiA ^ Ьот21*л (Х, C;cr) (because 
ßiA is a topological isomorphism from 21 iA{X , C;cr) into В , by Lemma 4.8, 
and (4 A (X , C ;a )) is dense in ß ) . By the condition 3), there exists a 
unique element £0 £ X  such that фм ° ß iA =  Фх0, where фХо(а ) =  <*(xo) 
for each a  £ 21 (X , С; a). Now
/1,л(кегфх„) = (кетфм)) =
= kerV-M n ßiA (<ЩЛ (JT, С; <т)) = /Г 1 (M) П (9tM (X, С; ст)). 
Therefore
с1в[^л (кег0Жо)] =  clß [^_ 1 (Af) П ^ л (21^(Х,С;сг))] = / ^ (A f), 
by Lemma 1.10, or
Af = /i[dB(^[ker</>X0])] = c\Bx{0} [fi о т А(кетфХ0)].
Hence
А/ =  clßx{0}{(^  о /iii4)(a) : а  £ % A(X ,C ;a ) ,  а (х 0) =  0} =
= clßx{0}{(«M>Ö) : а  £ 21^(Х ,С ;а), а { х 0) = 0}.
Thus, for every М  £ m (ß  х  {0 }) there exists an element x  £ X  such that
M  — M x =  с10х{о }{ (т л ,0 )  : о; £ %iA(X ,C ;a ) ,a (x )  =  0}.
Let now x  £ X  and £x be a homomorphism from Щ Х , A; a)  x С into 
A x C, defined by £х(/, Л) =  (/(ж), A) for each (/, A) £ 2l(X, Л; er) x C. Let 
kMx be the quotient map from 21(X, A; a)  x С onto
y  = № A ; j ) x C ) / / ( J l f x)
and £x the map from Y  into A x  C, defined by Sx (kmx ((/> A))) =  £x(/, A) 
for each x £  X  and (/, A) £ 2l(X, A; a ) x C. To show that 6X is well defined, 
we show that I(M X) =  ker£x. For it, let / £ I (M X). Since
£x(T{S, О a ) x Ос)) С О a x Ос
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for every neighbourhood О a of zero in A, every neighbourhood Oc of zero 
in С and every S  £  a  such that x £  5 , then is a continuous map. 
Therefore M x С ker£x and
n n
^ ( ^ ( аЬ ^ Ж , 0))  =  ( ^ [ ( а ка/ь)(а;) +  (\ka k)(x)],(?J =  (вА, 0) 
k= 1 f c = 1
for each n E N, (ai, A i),. . . ,  (an, An) E vl x С and a i , . . .  , а п E С ;a) 
such that ajt(x) =  0 for each к E { 1 , . . . ,  n}. Hence
n
Ak)rnk : n  E N , (o j, A i),. . . ,  (ön, An) E A x C,
к— 1
m b . . .  ,m n E AfxJ  С ker£x,
because £x is continuous. Since ker£x is a closed set in Щ Х , А; а) x C, then 
1{М Х) С сЦ(кег£х) =  ker£x for each x £  X .
To show that ker£x С I {M X) for each x £  X , let xo £  X , (/, 0) E ker£Xo 
and 0 ((/ , 0)) be any neighbourhood of (/,0) in 2l(X , A;cr) x С. As cr is 
closed with respect to finite unions, then
(/ + [T (S 0, Oo) П Щ Х , A ; a)}) x { 0 } С 0(/ , 0)
for some So £  о  and some neighbourhood Oq of zero of A. Since addi­
tion is continuous in C (X ,A \cr), then there exist Si £ a  and a balanced 
neighbourhood Оi of zero in A such that
T {S i ,0 \ )  + T (S \ ,O i)  С Г (£ 0, Oo)-
Now u x : (7(X, A;cr) —» A, defined by uix ( f )  =  f { x ) ,  is a continuous map 
for each x  E X  and u)Xo( f )  — 9a- Therefore there exist S2 £  cr and a 
neighbourhood O2 of zero in A such that xo £  S2 and O2 С 0\. Hence 
ojXo(T (S 2 , 0 2 )) С 0\. Because (by the condition 5))
сh(x,A;<r) (A ®  % A (X, C; o)iA) =  Я ( Х ,  А; a ) ,
then there exist n E N ,  a i , . . . , a n E i  and a i , . . . , а п E 21гл (X , С; cr) such 
that
П
F  =  ] Г  о *а *м  -  / € [ T ^ , Ox) П T (S 2, O j)] П 2l(X , A; a ). 
k= 1
For each A E C, let ад £ C (X ,C ) be a map such that ад (ж) =  A for all 
x £  X . Moreover, for each к £  { l , . . . ,n }  let ßk =  a k — a Qfc(Xo)- Then
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ßk G C (X , С) and ßkiA — ßkfi\ 1 where f iA(x) =  for all x  G X . Since 
fiA G Щ Х , A; er), by the condition 2), then ßkfiA G 21 (X , A;cr), by the 




for each x  G .S'] and
n n
^   ^a kßk^A ~  f  =  F  — ^   ^a k a ak {x 0)*^ ^
/c= 1 f c = l
G [T (5b O i ) +  T ( 5 j , Oi)] П Щ Х , A; er) С T (5 0, 0 0) П 2l(X, A; er). 
Therefore from
n
( 5 > Ä M , ° )  G 
k= 1
e [(/ + [T(5o, Oo) n а д  л ; <т)]) x {о}] n /(м10) с  o ( f ,о) n i (M X0)
follows 0 ( / ,0) П 1(М Хо) -ф 0. Consequently, (/,0) G I(M XQ) implies 
I(M X0) — ker£Xo. Since every closed maximal ideal M  G m (B  x {0 })  defines 
an element x  G X  such that M  — M x and ker£x ф 21 (X , A; cr) x C, then 
every closed maximal ideal in В  x {0 } is extendible in 21 (X , A; cr) x C .
It is easy to see that
A <g> 2lM (X , C; o )iA С 1(ЧцА (X , С; a )iA) С 1 (B )  С 2l(X, А; а).
Thus
clщх,А;а) (Л ® %iA (X , С; a )iA) =  2t(X, A; er)
implies /(В) — 2l(X, A;cr). Now, by Lemma 1.17, Propositions 2.7, 2.9,
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we see that C (X , A;cr) x С is a locally A-pseudoconvex 
Hausdorff algebra, a locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck Hausdorff algebra 
or an exponentially galbed Hausdorff algebra. Therefore 2t(X, А; er) x C, as 
its subalgebra, satisfies the conditions a) or c) of Theorem 2.17 or Remark 
B. Hence every closed maximal left ideal / of 2t(X, A; er) x С has the form 
I  =  ^ (к д / Л Л )  f°r some x  G X  and M x G m (B  x {0 }) (because every 
ideal in m (B  x {0 }) is extendible). Thus we have
/ = { ( / ,  A) G 2l(X, A; er) x С : (/ (*), A) G £*(/)}.
If £x(/) == A x C, then there exists an element (.9, 1 ) G I  such that 
£x(<7, 1) — (9Ai 1)- Now (h ,v )(g , 1) G / for an arbitrary element (h ,v )  of 
2l(X, A; cr) x C. Thus from
6c (M )  =  (h (x ),v ) =  (h (x ) ,v )(e AA ) = ix (h ,v )t ,x (g, 1 ) =  £x[(h ,v )(g , 1 )]
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follows
(h ,v ) -  (h ,v )(g , 1) G ker£x =  I (M X) С k J x(kMx(I))  =  I
(because (/) is an ideal in Y, by Lemma 3.5). Therefore (h ,v )  G I  and 
I  — Щ Х , A ; cr) x C, which gives us a contradiction with assumption that 
I  is a left ideal in Щ Х, A;cr) x С. Hence £x(/) is a left ideal in A x  C. 
Similarily, as in the part I), we can show that £x(/) is maximal.
Next, we prove that £x(/) is closed. For it, let (ao,Mo) be an arbitrary 
element of с1д(£х(/)). Then there exists a net (/a,Ma)agA in I  such that 
{£,x{f\,ß\))\{-\ converges to (ao,Mo) in the product topology of A x C.
For each a G let f a G C(X,A-,cr) be again a map, defined by 
f a ( x )  =  a for each x  G X , and p : A x С —>■ (7(X, А;ст) x С a map such 
that /о(а, A) — (/a, A) for each a G A and A G C. We show that p is con­
tinuous. For it, let О be a neighbourhood of zero of C (X , A\a) x  C. Then 
there exist neighbourhoods 0\ of zero of C (X , A; <r) and O2 of zero in С 
such that Oi x 0 2 С О. Now we can find S e a  (because a  is closed with 
respect to finite unions) and a neighbourhood 0 1 of zero of A such that 
T ( S , 0 [ ) С O j. Obviously,
p (0 [  x O2) С T {S ,0 \ )  x 0 2 С Oi x 0 2 С О
which means that p is a continuous map. Therefore p(£x {f\, ß\)) converges 
to /o(ao?Mo)- Since from
£xM 6c(/a»Ma))] =  tx [p {fx (x ),p x )] = tx U fx{x),V  a) =
= (fx (x ),p \ ) =  U f x ,P x )
follows
Öx{kmx[p{šx{f\i Ma))]) ~  fix{KMx [(/a? Ma)])
and Sx is a one-to-one map, then KMx[p{£x{fx,Px))] =  kmx[(/a,Ma)] for 
each A G A. Consequently,
Ж х ( / а, Да)) e  ^ M x [KM x ( p { i x U х ф х ) ) ) ]  =  [kmx(/a?Ma)] e  /
for each A G A. As I  is a closed set in 2l(X, A; a) x  C, then p(aoiMo) G I. 
Therefore (a0,M0) =  £x[/°(ao,Mo)] G £Я(Л* So we have proved that 
cU(fxCO) =  £x(I) which means that J/ =  £x(/) is a closed maximal left 
ideal of A x  C. Hence every I  G m/(2t(X, Л; a) x C) has the form
I  = Ix,Jr =  {(/, A) G Щ Х , A; a) x С : (f ( x ), A) G J/}
for some x £ X  and J j  G m j(A x C ).
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Let now M  G ГП1(Щ Х, A; <r)). Then M  x {0 } G m*(2l(X, A; cr) x {0 } ) .  
By Theorem 2.12, there exists an ideal Jc G ггц(Щ Х , A; cr) x C) such that 
/с t  * №  <*) X {0} and
Jc П (2l(X, A; (j) x {0 }) =  M  x {0 }.
Now there exist x £  X  and J c  G rnj(A x C)  such that
/ с  =  { ( / ,  A) G Щ Х , A;cr) x  С : (/(яг), A) G J c }.
Clearly, J c (A x {0 }). If J c  D (A x { 0}), then J c =  A x {()}, by 
Lemma 2 .1 1 , which implies that Zc =  2l(X , A; cr) x {0 }, but it is not possi­
ble. Therefore
J  x { 0 }  = J c П (A x  { 0 } )  G m i(A x { 0 } ) ,
by Theorem 2.12, and J  G ra^(A), because the map /x is a topological 
isomorphism from A onto A x {0 } . Consequently,
M  x {0 } =  /c П [Щ Х, A; a) x {0 }) =
=  {(/, 0) G Щ Х , A; a) x {0 } : (/ (*), 0) G Jc  П (A x {0 }) }  =
=  {(/,0) S а д Л ;  cr) x {0 }  : / ( * ) € . / } .
Thus Ai = {/ G 2l(X, A; cr) : /(x) G J }  or Л4 =  M .x,j for some x  G X  and 
J  G rni(A).
Lemma 4.10. Let all the conditions of Theorem  4.9 be fulfilled. Then 
the map О from т к(Щ Х ,А ;а ))  into X  x т к(А ), defined by
ft (M x,j) — {x, J )
for each x G X  and J  G т к(А), is a bijection (here к =  I, к =  r  or к =  t).
P roof. It is clear that О maps m;t(2l(X , A; cr)) onto X  x т^ (А ), by 
Lemma 4.7 and Theorem 4.9. If now Q,(M.Xuj l ) =  ^ (A (X2, j2), then from 
(x\, J i )  = (x ‘2, J 2) follows Ж1 =  a:2 and J i  =  J 2. Hence M XltJi =  M X2,j2 
and thus О is a bijection.
Corollary 4.11. Lei a// the conditions of Theorem 4.9 6e fulfilled. Then
a) rad21 (X , A; cr) -  2l(X, A; a )  f| C (X , radA; cr);
b) Щ Х, A; a) is topologically semisimple if and only if A is topologically 
semisimple;
c) if A is a commutative algebra, then every Ф G hom2t(X, A; a) defines 
x  G X  and ф G homA such that Ф =  ф о ex .
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P ro o f, a) Let g G ra<M(X, A; cr). Then g G 2t(X, A\cr) and
9 G p| M .
М Е ттц( ЩХ  ,A;a))
Therefore g(x) G J  for all x G X  and J  G гщ(А), by Theorem 4.9. It means 
that g G C (X , radA; cr). Thus g G Щ Х , A; cr) f) C (X , radA; cr).
Let now g G 2l(X, A; er) Q C (X , radA;cr). Then g(x) G J  for all x  G X  
and J  G rni(A). Thus
9 G p| =  rad2l(X, A; cr),
( x , J ) £ X  x rni(A)
by Theorem 4.9.
b) follows immediately from a).
c) Let A be a commutative topological algebra and Ф G hom2l(X, A; cr). 
Then кегФ is a closed maximal two-sided ideal of Щ Х , A; cr) (see, e.g., [36], 
p. 68). Thus кегФ =  M x,j for some x  G X  and J  G m(A), by Theorem 4.9.
The algebra A in the present Corollary is a commutative Gelfand-Mazur 
algebra in both cases a) and b) of Theorem 4.9, by Lemma 1.11. To show 
that A is also a Gelfand-Mazur algebra in case c) of Theorem 4.9, we show 
that every element in A is bounded. For it, let üq be an arbitrary element of 
A and /о G 2t(X, A; cr) be a function such that /о(я) =  «о for each x  G X . 
Since all elements in Щ Х, A; cr) are bounded, then for every neighbourhood 
of zero О and S  G cr there exist numbers 7  > 0 and A G С \{0} such that
{  ( ^ ) "  : n 6  n }  С 7 (T(S, О) n  Щ Х , A; a)).
Therefore
for each n  E N. Hence a0 is bounded in A. Consequently, (see Lemma
1.11), A is a commutative Gelfand-Mazur algebra in case c), as well. Thus 
there exists a map ф G homA such that J  =  ker</>. Now from ex ( f )  G кетф 
follows / G ker(</> о ex) for each / G кегФ. Hence кегФ С кет(ф о ех ). Since 
кет(ф о ех) is a two-sided ideal and кегФ is a maximal two-sided ideal in 
2l(X , A;cr), then кегФ = кет(фоех ) and therefore Ф =  фocx , by Lemma 1.7.
Proposition 4.12. Let all the conditions of Theorem  4.9 be fulfilled and 
фх i-> x be a continuous map from  hom2t(X, A; cr) onto X . If, in addition, A 
is a commutative unital algebra, for which homA is locally equicontinuous, 
then hom2l(X , A; a) and X  x  homA are homeomorphic.
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Proof. By Corollary 4.11, every Ф G homQl(X, A;cx) is representable 
in the form Ф =  Ф(х,ф) — Ф ° £x for some x £ X  and ф £  homA. Moreover, 
ф oex £  hom2l(X, A; cr) for each x £  X  and ф £  homA, because ex is a con­
tinuous homomorphism from 2l(X , A; cr) onto A. Therefore defined by
0(Ф) = П(Ф(а, *,) = (*,<«
for each x G X  and ф G homA maps hom2l(X, A; cr) onto X  x homA. If 
Ю(Ф(х,ф) =  Ю(Ф(а',*'))> then (х,ф) =  (ж', </>'). Hence Ф(х^ } =  Ф(х/,^ /) which 
means that Q is a bijection.
Next, we show that fž is continuous. For it, let (Фг)ге/ =  (Ф(х, ))iei be 
a net in hom2l(X , A; cr), which converges to Фо =  Ф(х0,ф0) *n the topology 
of hom2l(X , A; cr). Then the net (Фi ( f ) ) i d  converges to Фо(/) for each 
/ G 2l(X, A; cr). Since f a G 2l(X, A; a) for each a G A, by the condition 2) 
of Theorem 4.9, and
ф«(/а) =  (0t ° £Xi) { f a)  =  0*(cXi(/a)) =  Ф г { 1 а М )  =  Ф М )
for each i G I  U { 0 } ,  then (0 г( а ) ) ге/ converges to </>o(a) for each a £  A. 
Hence (0г)ге/ converges to фо in the topology of homA.
For any x £  X , let фх : 2l(X , C;cr) -> С be a map, defined by 
фх(ас) =  a(x)  for each a  £  Щ Х ,С ;сг). Then the net (ФДае^))^/ con­
verges to (Фо(с*ед)) for each a  £  2l(X, C; cr). Since
Ф(х,4>)(«ед) =  а{х)ф {еА) -  a (x ) =  фх (а)
for each x £  X  and ф £ homA, then (</>x,(a))i6/ converges to фХо(а ) for 
each a £  2 l(X ,C ; cr). Hence (фХ{){е1 converges to фХо in the topology 
of hom2l(X, C; cr). By assumption, фх x is a continuous map from 
hom2l(X. A;<t) onto X . Thus (Жг)ге/ converges to xq in the topology of X  
and therefore (xj^i) i^i  converges to (xq, фо) in the product topology on 
X  x hom A. It means that Q is continuous.
Now we show that Q~l is continuous. First, we show that for any 
xo £  X  and фо £  homA and any neighbourhood 0 ( Ф(Х0,ф0)) of Ф(Х0^ 0) 
there exists a neighbourhood O((a:o,0 o)) of (жо,</>о) such that
О 1 (О((Жо,0 о ) ) ) с О ( Ф (жо,фо)).
For that, it is enough to show that for each e >  0 and / G 2l(X, A; a) there 
exists a neighbourhood О((хо,фо)) such that
IФ(х,0)(/) — ^(xo^o) ( / ) l  ^
whenever {х,ф) £  О{(хо,фо))-
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Since homA is locally equicontinuous, then every фо £  homA has an 
equicontinuous neighbourhood Ое(фо) of фо in the topology of homA. 
Therefore, for every жо G I ,  / G 2l(X, A\ a) and e > 0, there exists a 
neighbourhood 0 ( f ( x o)) of f ( x o) such that
IФ{а) - ф(/(хo))| = Iф(а - f{xo))\ < |
for each a G 0 ( f ( x o)) and ф G Ое(фо). Since / is continuous, then there 
is a neighbourhood 0 ( x o) of xo such that f ( x )  G 0 ( f ( x o)), whenever 
x  G O(o;o). Hence
Iф{/{х) -  f (xo))| <
whenever ф G Ое(фо) and ж G 0(жо)- now
O(0o) =  О е(^ о )П {^  G hom2t(X, А; ст) : \(ф -  фо)(/(хо))\ <
Since 0 (xo) x О(фо) is a neighbourhood of (xo, </>o) m the product topology 
of X  x homvl and
\Ф (х ,ф ){Л  -  Ф (хо,ф о)(Л \  =  W / ( ® ) )  -<A)(/(^o))| <
< |0 (/(ж) — f ( x o))\ +  1(0 — ^o)(/(^o))i < €
for each / G Щ Х , A; a), whenever (#,</>) G O(ico) x О(фо), then is 
continuous. So we have showed that Q is a homeomorphism.
C orollary  4 .13 . Let X  be a completely regular Hausdorff space, a  
be a compact cover of X , which is closed with respect to finite unions, A a 
unital topological algebra over С with jointly continuous multiplication and 
let one of the following conditions be true:
1) A is a locally m-pseudoconvex Hausdorff algebra;
2) A is a locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck Hausdorff algebra, X  £  cr 
and rn (C (X , A ;a )) Ф 0;
3) A is an exponentially galbed Hausdorff algebra and every element in 
C(X ,A ',cr) is bounded.
Then
a) radC'pf, A; cr) — (7(X,radA; a );
b) C (X , A] a) is topologically sem.isi.mple if and only if A is topologically 
semisimple;
c) if A is a commutative algebra, then every Ф G homC(X, A; a) defines 
x £  X  and ф £  homA such that Ф =  ф о ex .
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In addition, if A is a commutative algebra, fo r which homA is locally 
equicontinuous, then hoinC^X, A; a) and X  x homA are homeomorphic.
P roof. All the conditions of Theorem 4.9 have been fulfilled, by Lemma 
4.4 and Proposition 4.2. Moreover, фх t-> x  is a continuous map from 
homC(X , A\ a) onto X , by Theorem 2 v) in [10]. Therefore the assump­
tions of Proposition 4.12 are true and homC'(X, A; a) and X  x 1ютЛ are 
homeomorphic, by Proposition 4.12.
C orollary  4 .14 . Let X  be a completely regular Hausdorff space, a a 
compact cover of X , which is closed with respect to finite unions, A a unital 
topological algebra over С with jointly continuous multiplication and let one 
of the following conditions be true:
1) A is a locally m-pseudoconvex Hausdorff algebra;
2) A is a locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck Hausdorff algebra, X  E a 
and m(C'(X, А; а )) Ф 0;
3) A is an exponentially galbed Hausdorff algebra and every element m  
C (X , A ’, a) is bounded.
Then
a) every closed maximal left (right or two-sided) ideal Л4 of C (X ,A ;a )  
is representable in the form
M  =  M X,J =  {/ E C (X , A; a) : f ( x )  E J }
for some x  £ X  and a closed maximal left (right or two-sided, respectively) 
ideal J  of A ;
b) M Xyj is a closed maximal left (right or two-sided) ideal of <7(X, A ; a) 
for each x  E X  and each closed maximal left (right or two-sided, respec­
tively) ideal J  of A.
P roof. It is easy to see that the conditions of Lemma 4.7 and Theorem
4.9 are fulfilled, by Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.4. Thus the statements
a) and b) are true.
C orollary  4 .15 . Let X  be a completely regular Hausdorff space, 
a a compact cover of X , which is closed with respect to finite unions, A 
a topological algebra over С with jointly continuous multiplication, i& a 
nonzero idempotent in Z (A ) and let one of the following conditions be true:
1) A is a locally m-pseudoconvex Hausdorff algebra;
2) A zs a locally pseudoconvex Waelbroeck Hausdorff algebra, X  E a 
and m (C (X , A\ а)) Ф 0;
3) A is an exponentially galbed Hausdorff algebra and every element in
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I f  dc(X,A-,<r)iA ® С (X ,C '> °)ia ) =  C (X ,A ;a ) ,  then
a) every closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided) ideal M  of 
C (X , A -a) is representable in the form
M  =  M X,J — {/ G C (X , A; a) : f ( x )  €  J }
for some x  £  X  and J  G m i(A) (J  G m r (A) or J  £  rrit(A), respectively);
b) M x,j is a closed maximal regular left (right or two-sided) ideal of 
C (X ,A ;a )  for each x  G X  and J  G m i{A) (J  G m r (A) or J  £  rrit(A), 
respectively).
P roof. It is easy to see that the conditions of Lemma 4.7 and Theorem
4.9 are fulfilled, by Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.4. Thus the statements 
a) and b) are true.
R em ark . If сЦ(Агд) =  A, then
clс{Х Л о) И  ® C (X , C; a )iA) =  C (X ,  A; a)
is fulfilled in the following cases (see [11], Theorem 1, p. 27):
a) X  is completely regular Hausdorff space and A is a locally convex 
Hausdorff algebra;
b) X  is a completely regular Hausdorff space and A is a Hausdorff 
algebra, which has the approximation property (see [36], p. 313-314 and 
445-446);
c) the cover dimension or the Lebesque dimension (see [37], p. 8-9) 
dimX of X  is finite and A is a Hausdorff algebra;
d) X  is a completely regular Hausdorff space, the Lebesque dimension 
dimS is finite for each element S  £ a and A is a Hausdorff algebra.
C (X , A;cr) is bounded.
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GELFAND-MAZURI ALGEBRATE EHITUS 
Kokkuvõte
Algebra struktuuri kirjeldamise seisukohalt on oluline osata kirjeldada 
vaadeldava algebra ideaale. Teades ideaalide kirjeldust, saab teha üldi­
semaid järeldusi algebra enda ehituse kohta.
Algebras: ei ole üldjuhul teada, millal algebra A maksimaalse pärisideaali 
M  ühisosa algebra A alamalgebraga В  osutub algebras В  maksimaalseks 
pärisideaaliks. Väitekirja teises peatükis saadud tulemused annavad 
võimaluse kolmanda peatüki alguses näidata, et teatud Gelfand-Mazuri 
algebrate klassides osutub M  Г) В  alati algebra A tsentri kinnise alam- 
algebra В  kinniseks maksimaalseks regulaarseks pärisideaaliks algebra А 
iga kinnise maksimaalse regulaarse ideaali M  korral.
Sageli osutub lihtsamaks kirjeldada kinniseid ideaale topoloogilistes 
algebrates või nende konkreetsetes alamalgebrates. Senini oli kõigi 
maksimaalsete ideaalide kirjeldusi tsentri alamalgebra ideaalide kaudu 
saadud vaid ühikuga Banachi algebrate korral.
Selles töös on leitud meetod teatud topoloogiliste algebrate (nn Gelfand- 
Mazuri algebrate) kõigi kinniste maksimaalsete regulaarsete (ühe- või 
kahepoolsete) ideaalide kirjeldamiseks juhul, kui on teada kinniste maksi­
maalsete regulaarsete ideaalide kirjeldus uuritava algebra tsentri mingis 
kinnises alamalgebras. Seejuures ei sõltu kirjelduse üldskeem sellest, 
millises tsentri kinnises alamalgebras on ideaalide kirjeldus teada. Käes­
oleva töö kolmandas peatükis saadud tulemused annavad võimaluse ühiku 
olemasolu ja  Banachi algebraks oleku nõuetest loobuda.
Mõnikord on võimalik uuritava algebra A tsentrisse sisestada alam- 
algebrana mingit (meile juba tuntumat) algebrat B . Käesoleva väitekirja 
kolmandas peatükis saadud tulemused võimaldavad antud situatsioonis 
kirjeldada ka algebra A kõiki kinniseid maksimaalseid regulaarseid (ühe- 
või kahepoolseid) ideaale juhul, kui on teada sellise algebra В  kõigi kinniste 
maksimaalsete regulaarsete (ühe- või kahepoolsete) ideaalide kirjeldus.
Kolmanda peatüki lõpus näidatakse, et Gelfand-Mazuri algebrat on 
teatud tingimustel võimalik vaadelda kui teatud liiki lõikekujutuste alge­
bra alamalgebrat või teatud liiki vektor väärt ustega funktsioonide algebrat. 
Seetõttu osutub vajalikuks teada ideaalide kirjeldusi vektorväärtustega 
funktsioonide algebrates või lõikekujutuste algebrates.
Neljas peatükk on pühendatud vektorväärtustega funktsioonide algebra 
C (X , A) ning tema alamalgebrate kõigi kinniste maksimaalsete regulaarsete 
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